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GRADE 1

Insects

In	this	4-week	unit	of	study,	students	learn	
about	insects,	which	are	members	of	the	in-
vertebrates	and	specifically	part	of	the	an-
thropoda	phylum.	85%	of	all	known	animals	
in	the	world	are	part	of	this	class.	Students	
learn	about	the	ant,	the	honeybee,	and	the	
firefly	through	5	read	aloud	texts.	In	the	com-
panion	shared	and	partner	reading	unit,	stu-
dents	add	to	their	poetry	notebooks	with	po-
ems	focusing	on	ants,	honeybees,	and	fire-
flies	and	develop	ELA	skills.
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LEARNERS	WILL

1. Understand	that	all	organisms	have	external	parts.	
Different	animals	use	their	body	parts	in	different	ways	to	
see,	hear,	grasp	objects,	protect	themselves,	move	from	
place	to	place,	and	seek,	find,	and	take	in	food,	water	and	
air.	(1-LS1-1)	

2. Animals	have	body	parts	that	capture	and	convey	
different	kinds	of	informaTon	needed	for	growth	and	
survival.	Animals	respond	to	these	inputs	with	behaviors	
that	help	them	survive.	Plants	also	respond	to	some	
external	inputs.	(1-LS1-1)

3. Read	texts	and	use	media	to	determine	pa[erns	in	
behavior	of	parents	and	offspring	that	help	offspring	
survive.	(1-LS1-2)

4. Explain	what	an	insect	is.	(1R1)

5. Explain	the	life	cycle	of	ant,	honeybee,	and	firefly	and	the	
commonaliTes	among	these	insects.	(1R3)

6. Explain	how	honey	is	made.	(1R3)

7. IdenTfy	facts.	(1R1)

SECTION 1

Outcomes

STANDARDSSTANDARDSSTANDARDSSTANDARDSSTANDARDSSTANDARDS

Science RL & RI RF W S & L L

1-LSI-1, 
1-LSI-2

1R1, 1R2, 
1R3, 1R4, 
1R5,1R6, 
1R7. 1R8, 

1R9

1RF1a,
1RF3g, 
1RF4

1W1, 
1W2, 
1W4,  
1W7

1SL1, 
1SL2,  
1SL5, 
1SL6

1.1, 1.2, 
1.4, 1.5, 

1.6

LEARNERS	WILL

8.	ParTcipate	in	text-dependent	discussions	with	peers.	(1SL1,	
1SL6)

9. PracTce	retelling	stories.	(1R2)

10.Deepen	vocabulary	through	inferring	and	concept	sorts.	
(1L4,	1L5)

11.Understand	expository	text	by	quesToning,	drawing,	and	
inferring.	(1R1,	1R3,	1R8,	1SL2,	1W4)

12.	Orally	ask	and	answer	text	dependent	quesTons.	(1SL2)

13.		Write	responses	to	brief	text-dependent	quesTons.	(1W4)

14.		Contribute	to	shared	and	interacTve	wriTng.	(1W4,	1L1,	
1L2,	1L6)

15.		Write	explanaTons.	(1W,	1L1,	1L2)
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READ	ALOUD	CALENDAR	FOR	INSECTS	UNIT.	35-45	MINUTE	LESSONSREAD	ALOUD	CALENDAR	FOR	INSECTS	UNIT.	35-45	MINUTE	LESSONSREAD	ALOUD	CALENDAR	FOR	INSECTS	UNIT.	35-45	MINUTE	LESSONSREAD	ALOUD	CALENDAR	FOR	INSECTS	UNIT.	35-45	MINUTE	LESSONSREAD	ALOUD	CALENDAR	FOR	INSECTS	UNIT.	35-45	MINUTE	LESSONS

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

Lesson	1:	Thinking	About	Ants

First	Write:	Extended	Task

Concept	Sort,	Turn	and	Talk,	
Daily	InstrucTonal	Task	
PredicTon,	InteracTve	WriTng

Lesson	2:	Thinking	About	Ants

	Read	Aloud,	Stop	and	Sketch	
(1R9,	1SL5),	Daily	Instruc4onal	
Task:	Interac4ve	Speaking	&	
Listening	(1SL1,	1SL2)

Lesson	3:	Thinking	About	Ants,	
pp.	1-15,	Reread,	Answering	Text	
Dependent	QuesTons	While	
Reading	,	Inferring	Vocabulary,	
(pp.	4-16)		Daily	Instruc4onal	
Task-	Shared	Wri4ng

Lesson	4:	Thinking	About	Ants,	
pp.	16	to	end	of	book

Reread,	Answering	Text	
Dependent	QuesTons,	Turn	&	
Talk,	Inferring	Vocabulary,	Daily	
Instruc4onal	Task:	Shared		
Wri4ng	

Lesson	5:Thinking	About	Ants

Culmina4ng	Task:	List-Group-
Label,		Turn	&	Talk,	Daily	
Instruc4onal	Task:	Interac4ve	
Wri4ng

Lesson	6:	The	Bee	Book,	pp.	1-9	

Read	aloud	pp.	1-9,	K-W-L,	
Answering	Text	Dependent	
QuesTons,	Turn	&	Talk,	Inferring	
Vocabulary,	Daily	InstrucTonal	
Task:	Shared	WriTng

Lesson	7:	The	Bee	Book,	pp.	
10-15	

Read	aloud	pp.	10-15,	K-W-L,	
Answering	Text	Dep.	QuesTons,	
Turn	&	Talk,	Inferring	Vocabulary,	
Daily	InstrucTonal	Task:	
Independent	WriTng

Lesson	8:	The	Bee	Book,	pp.	
16-21	-	PollinaTon

Read	aloud	pp.	16-21,	K-W-L,	
Answering	Text	Dep.	QuesTons,	
Turn	&	Talk,	Inferring	Vocabulary,	
Daily	InstrucTonal	Task:	
Independent	WriTng

Lesson	8:	The	Bee	Book,	pp.	
22-25		PollinaTon

Read	aloud	pp.	17-25,	K-W-L,	
Answering	Text	Dep.	QuesTons,	
Turn	&	Talk,	Inferring	Vocabulary,	
Culmina4ng	Task:	Independent	
WriTng

Lesson	10:	The	Bee	Book,	pp.	
26-31

Read	aloud	pp.	26-31,	K-W-L,	
Answering	Text	Dep.	QuesTons,	
Turn	&	Talk,	Inferring	
Vocabulary,	Daily	Instruc4onal	
Task:	Independent	Wri4ng

Lesson	11:	The	Honeybee	Man		

Read		Aloud/Think		Aloud,	
Model	QuesToning,	Turn	&	Talk,	
Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	
Interac4ve	Wri4ng

Lesson	12:	The	Honeybee	Man	

Read		Aloud/Think	Aloud,	Model	
QuesToning,	Daily	Instruc4onal	
Task:	Independent	Drawing	and	
Wri4ng,	Turn	&	Talk

Lesson	13:	The	Honeybee	Man	

Inferring	Chart	with	Images,	
Reread,	Think,	Pair,	Share,	
Culmina4ng	Task:	Explanatory	
Wri4ng

Lesson	14:	Fireflies	(Bryant)	pp.	
4-13

IdenTfying	Facts,	Categorizing,	
Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	Shared	
Wri4ng

Lesson	15:	Fireflies	(Bryant),	pp.	
14-23,	

Finding	Facts,	Categorizing,	Turn	
&	Talk,	Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	
Shared	Wri4ng

Lesson	16:	Fireflies	(Bryant)	

Read	Aloud	pp.	24-35	
IdenTfying	Facts,	Turn	&	Talk,	
Categorizing,	Daily	Instruc4onal	
Task:	Shared	Wri4ng

Lesson	17:	Fireflies	(Bryant),	

Read	aloud	pp.	36-48		IdenTfying	
Facts,	Categorizing,	Turn	&	Talk,	
Culmina4ng	Task:	Shared	
Wri4ng

Lesson	18:	Fireflies	(Brinckloe)	

Before	Reading	Discussion,	Turn	
and	Talk,	Thinking	Strips,	Read	
Aloud,	Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	
Iden4fying	Theme

Lesson	19:	Fireflies	(Brinckloe)

Reread,	Text	Talk,	Culmina4ng	Task:	Comparison	WriTng	

Last	Write:	Extended	Task

Lesson	19:	Fireflies	(Brinckloe)

Reread,	Text	Talk,	Culmina4ng	Task:	Comparison	WriTng	

Last	Write:	Extended	Task
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Prior	to	the	Start	of	the	Unit:	First	Write

First	Write:	

1. Introduce	the	topic	of	insects	(show	covers	of	books)	and	asks	
students	to	talk,	briefly,	about	some	things	they	know	about	in-
sects.	

2. Then	invite	each	student	to	take	a	piece	of	paper	and	complete	a	
First	Write,	which	is	a	simple	list	of	words	they	can	think	of	that	
connect	to	the	topic	of	insects.

3. Teacher	Note:	Read	students’	papers	before	reading	aloud	the	
first	text.	What	students	list	will	allow	you	to	be[er	understand	
what	prior	knowledge,	misconcepTons,	and	interesTng	connec-
Tons	students	are	making	with	the	topic.		First	Write	is	a	good	
diagnosTc	tool	that	can	provide	surprising	insights.

4. Repeat	this	acTvity	at	the	end	of	the	unit.	Compare	how	many	
topical	words	were	added	to	each	students’s	list.	

Lesson	1:	Thinking	About	Ants	-	Concept	Sort,	Interac4ve	Wri4ng	
(1R4,	1W1,	1W4,	1SL5-6,	1L4,	1L5a)

Learning Intentions:
1. I am learning about the topic of insects. 
2. I am learning how to place words in categories based on the word's 
meaning. 

Success Criteria:
1. I can list words I can think of that connect to the topic of insects. 
2. I can explain how words fit together and sort them by identifying 
them by stages of development or types of ant jobs. 
 3. I can participate in Interactive Writing about ants. 
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A	brief	film	that	explains	Concept	Sorts.	Downloaded	from	here	
on	5.3.18.	
h[ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_R5wfmWIlQ&list=PLLxD

wKxHx1yL-_25-YT7vv5SxxIpK7OxK&index=1

 

MOVIE 5.1 Concept Sort

2. Ask	students	to	think	about	how	these	words	fit	together.	They	will	be	
working	with	a	partner	and	sorTng	the	words	into	these	two	categories:	
3. Show	students	the	T-Chart,	taking	Tme	to	read	aloud	each		heading.life	

cycle,	queen,	worker,	soldier,	egg,	larva,	pupa,
Method

1. Provide	students	with	a	list	of	terms	or	concepts	from	reading	
material.	

2. Ask	students	to	place	words	into	different	categories	based	on	each	
word's	meaning.	

3. Categories	in	this	case	will	be	defined	by	you.	They	can	also	be	defined	
by	students.	.	

Brenner ,	Barbara .	(1996 ).	Think - ing 	About 	Ants .	Illustrated 	by	Carol	
Schwartz.	New	York:	Mondo	Book	Publisher.

Lexile	Level:	310

Vocabulary	Strategy:	Concept	Sort	(1R4,	1L5a)

A	concept 	sort 	is	a	vocabulary 	and	comprehension  strategy 	used 	to	
familiarize	students	with	the	vocabulary	of	a	new	topic	or	book.

Closed	Concept	Sort
1. Show	students	the	following	list:	life	cycle,	queen,	worker,	sol-dier,	

egg,	larva,	pupa.	Say	each	word	aloud	and	let	students	know	that	
these	words	are	from	the	book,	Thinking	About	Ants.	It	is	helpful	to	
include	an	illustraTon	next	to	each	word	(See	next	page).

Reading strategy: using clues to figure out new words and 
concepts 

                                     Teacher says: 

When I learn new words I can sort them into categories. Were you ever 
asked to put something in order, like food or clothing? What things did you 
organize? Why did you need to organize the items?"

Explain to students that today they will learn the definitions of "sort" and "
categorize" and will sort and categorize words.  Ask students to sort the 
words in a way that is meaningful to them. Be sure to follow up to check for 
students’ understanding of the categories and words.
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Concept	Sort	Direc4ons

1. Model	your	thinking	by	showing	students	how	you	would	sort	
two	of	the	words.	

2. 	Pair	students	or	arrange	them	into	small	groups	and	give	each	a	
T-Chart	and	a	set	of	vocabulary	words	with	illustraTons.

3. 	Invite	the	children	to	sort	the	terms	into	the	two	categories	and	
while	doing	to	share	their	thinking	with	their	partner.	

4. Think	about	children	who	can	do	this	work	with	independence,		
as	well	as	those	who	would	benefit	by	being	in	a	guided	group	
with	you.

5. Gather	the	children	aler	they	have	had	a	go	of	it	and	review	the	
work	completed	by	asking	students	to	share	their	thinking	and	
charts.		

6. Restate	the	words	and	ask	students	to	predict	what	Thinking	
About	Ants	is	going	to	be	about	based	on	the	words	they	have	
just	sorted	and	the	Ttle.

7. Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	Record	their	answer	using	Interac4ve	
Wri4ng	(1W4).

11

STAGES OF ANT 
DEVELOPMENT

TYPES OF ANT JOBS

 Ask students for ideas to complete the sentence. Remind them of the 
ideas they shared in the T-Chart. When the class agrees on how to 
complete the sentence, ask for a volunteer to come to the chart and take 
the pen to complete the sentence.



Lesson	2:	Thinking	About	Ants:	Read	Aloud,	Stop	and	Sketch	(1R9,	
1SL5),	Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	Interac4ve	Speaking	&	Listening	(1
SL1,	1SL2)

During	the	first	reading,	invite	students	to	stop	and	sketch	what	
they	imagine	at	four	points	in	the	text.	Provide	each	student	with	
four	large	post-its,	pencil,	and	clip	board	to	lean	on.	Show	them	
the	chart	they	will	be	using	to	post	their	drawings.

Stop	and	Sketch

1st	Stopping	Point 2nd	Stopping	Point

3rd	Stopping	Point 4th	Stopping	Point

Learning Intentions:

I am learning about the topic of insects.

I am learning how to Stop and Sketch what I visualize during a read 
aloud.  

I am learning how to explain what the book is mostly about.                                               

Success Criteria:

I can Stop and Sketch what I visualize during the read aloud 
Thinking About Ants 

I can explain how sketches help me  to remember the content of 
the book. 

 I can listen and ask my partner about one thing they learned 
about ants. 
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1st	Stop	and	Sketch	-	Aber	you	read	aloud:

First	of	all	think	small,	because	the	largest	ant	in	the	world	is	

only	about	the	size	of	a	person’s	thumb.	And	some	ants	are	

small	enough	to	hide	inside	an	apple	seed.	So	think	Cny.

Prompt:	Stop	and	sketch	what	you	visualize	in	this	part	of	the	book.

2nd	Stop	and	Sketch	-	Aber	you	read	aloud:

Food!	What	do	ants	eat?	Some	eat	meat.	A	snack	of	a	dead	

bug.	A	hunk	of	worm.	A	bit	of	lizard.		Or	an	ant	will	munch	on	

a	piece	of	hot	dog	lei	from	someone’s	picnic	lunch.

Prompt:	Stop	and	sketch	what	you	visualize	in	this	part	of	the	book.

3rd	Stop	and	Sketch	-	Aber	you	read	aloud:

There	are	soldier	ants	too.	They	guard	the	nest.	They	stand	at	

the	entrance,	alert	swinging	their	feelers,	picking	up	strange	

shapes	and	smells.		An	if	an	invading	army	comes,	they’re	

fierce.	They	tear	their	enemies	to	pieces	with	their	sharp	jaws.	

A	soldier	ant	can	bite	a	strange	bug’s	head	off.	

Prompt:	Stop	and	sketch	what	you	visualize	in	this	part	of	the	book.

4th	Stop	and	Sketch	-	Read	to	the	end	of	the	book.

Teacher says:

When I am reading I can visualize what I am reading. I can also stop 
and sketch what I visualize. This will help me to understand and 
remember what I read.
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Now	that’s	how	it	would	be	to	be	an	ant.

Prompt:	Stop	and	sketch	what	you	visualize	in	this	part	of	the	book.

Follow-Up:	Aler	students	have	finished	their	drawings	have	them	
post	them	on	the	chart.	

1.Ask	students	to	say	what	they	noTce	about	each	set	of	drawings.	

2. Turn	and	Talk:	What	is	this	book	mostly	about?	

3. Turn	and	Talk:	How	do	their	sketches	help	them	to	remember	
the	content	of	the	book?	(1R1,	1R2)

Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	Interac4ve	Speaking	&	Listening	(1SL1,	
1SL2)

1. Think	about	what	you	learned	today	about	ants.

2. Turn	and	tell	your	partner	one	important	thing	you	learned	to-
day	about	ants.

3. Listen	as	your	partner	tells	you	one	thing	he	or	she	learned	
about	ants.	Ask	your	partner	a	quesTon	based	on	what	he	or	
she	said.
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Lesson	3:	Reread,	Answering	Text	Dependent	Ques4ons	While	
Reading	,	Inferring	Vocabulary,	(pp.	4-16)	(1R1-4,1R6,	1R7,	1R8,	
1R9,	1SL1,	1SL2,	1L4),	Daily	Instruc4onal	Task-	Shared	Wri4ng

Learning Intentions:          
 
I am learning all about ants
I am learning how rereading helps me understand the text.    
I am learning how to answer text dependent questions.

Success Criteria:               
            
I can reread to help me understand the text.                    
I can answer questions using the text.                                          
I can explain what and how an ant's life can be threaten using words and 
illustrations.



EXPLANATION

insects	have	four	stages	in	their	life	
cycle:	egg,	larva,	pupa,	adult

form	a	mental	picture,	visualize

WORD

life	cycle

imagine

Ques4on	1:	(aber	page	5):	When	the	author	asks,	How	would	it	be	
to	be	an	ant?,	she	is	asking	you	to	imagine.	What	does	it	mean	to	
imagine?	Turn	and	tell	your	partner.		Let’s	record	that	word	on	our	
vocabulary	chart	with	our	explanaTon.	(1R4,	1L4)

Ques4on	2:	(aber	page	7)	Compared	to	you,	how	big	is	the	largest	
ant?	The	smallest	ant?	Who	can	show	me	that	informaTon	in	our	
book?	(1R1,	1R9)

Ques4on	3:	(p.9)		Listen	to	this	descripTon	of	an	ant:	“A	body	with	
three	parts,	six	legs	instead	of	two.”		Now	listen	to	this	definiTon	of	
an	insect:	“a	small	arthropod	animal	that	has	six	legs	and	generally	
one	or	two	pairs	of	wings.”	Is	an	ant	an	insect?	(yes)	(1R1)

WORD

life	cycle

imagine

insect

EXPLANATION

insects	have	four	stages	in	their	life	
cycle:	egg,	larva,	pupa,	adult

form	a	mental	picture,	visualize

a	small	arthropod	animal	that	has	six	
legs	and	generally	one	or	two	pairs	of	

wings.”

Ques4on	4:	(pages	10-11):	Let’s	read	the	descripTon	of	an	ant’s	face	
on	page	10.	Look	at	the	illustraTon	on	page	11.	What	are	the	closest	
things	to	feelers	that	people	have?	(fingers)	How	does	the	author	
describe	feelers?	Based	on	this	descripTon,	what	is	the	pur-pose	of	
feelers?	(1R1,	1R7,	1R9)

Think	about	smelling	with	your	fingers!	It	might	sound	strange,	but	
that’s	what	ants	do	with	their	feelers.	You	did	a	great	job	looking	for	
details	as	you	read.	You	also	were	able	to	find	details	in	the	text	to	
support	inferences.	NoTcing	details	and	making	inferences	is	a 

	

good	
way	to	read	informaTonal	texts.	Let’s	record	an	explanaTon		for	
feeler	on	our	vocabulary	chart.	(1R4,	1L4)
Let’s	read	on.	
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Ques4on	4:	Let’s	reread	pages	10	and	11.	.	.	.	What	is	the	main	
idea?	(what	an	ant’s	face	looks	like)	How	do	you	know?	(The	first	
line	is	a	quesTon,	and	that’s	how	the	author	brings	up	a	new	idea)	
(1R2)

Ques4on	5:		How	can	you	tell	what	scissor	jaws	look	like?	(I	can	
look	at	the	picture.)	Let’s	add	that	to	our	chart.	(1R4,	1L4,	1-LS1-1)

179

scissor	jaws

insect

imagine

cycle	life

WORD

.food	their	eat	can	ants	so
	food	the	tear	to	scissors	of	pair	a	like	together

	come	They	.powerful	and	sharp	are	They
	.ours	from	erentffdi	are	that	jaws	have	Ants

.touch	through
	signals	receive	and	transmit	to	used	are	also
	They	.vibraTons	and	,currents	air	,chemicals

	detect	to	feelers	use	Ants		.head	s’ant
	the	to	ached[a	are	")feelers("	antennae	Two

.wings	of	pairs	two	or	one	generally
	and	legs	six	has	that	animal	arthropod	small	a

visualize	,picture	mental	a	form

adult	,pupa	,larva
	,egg	:cycle	life	their	in	stages	four	have	insects

EXPLANATION

feelers

Ques4on	6	(page	16):	The	author	says	that	these	things	are	danger-
ous	to	an	ant	(reread	from	page	16):	

“a	stomping	foot,	a	hungry	flicker,	a	spiny	anteater,	heavy	rain,	

bug	spray,	toads”	and	other	ants.	

Who	can	show	us	what	a	stomping	foot	is?		(1R9)

Show	them	this	picture	or	an-other	of	a	hungry	flicker,		

Show	them	this	picture	or	an-
other	of	a		spiny	anteater.

Why	would 	a	stomping 	foot ,	
a  

	

hungry 	fl icker ,	a 	spiny	
anteater ,	heavy 	rain ,	bug	
spray,	toads	or	other 	ants	be	
danger -ous	to	ants?		Choose	
one	of	these	and	turn	to	your	
partner 	and 	ex-plain 	why 	it	
would	be	a	threat 	to	an	ant’s	
life.	[1R8]
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Daily Instructional Task: 

Think of the ways a ant's life can be threatened: stomping foot, a 

hungry flicker, a spiny anteater, heavy rain, bug spray, toads or other 

ants. Choose one and explain how they can threaten an ant's life using 

words and illustrations.

Lesson	4:	Thinking	About	Ants	-	Reread,	Answering	Text	Depend-ent	
Ques4ons	While	Reading 	,	Inferring 	Vocabulary ,	Shared		Writ- ing	(
pp.	16	-	End	of	Book)

Learning Intentions:                 

I am learning all about ants 

I am learning how rereading helps me understand the text. 

I am learning how to answer text dependent questions.

Success Criteria:                          

I can participate in a close reading to gather information about antsI 
can use the ant life cycle diagram and write an explanation of the life 
cycle of the ant.

Reading Strategy: Reading to learn asking questions while you read. 
Say good readers ask questions as they read. When I read I like to ask 
myself questions about what I am reading. When I am done reading I 
can use the text to help me answer questions about what I just read. 
This strategy helps me build understanding about what I am reading in 
the text.
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Ques4on	7:	(p	21)	Let’s	do	a	close	read	of	page	21.	Listen	as	I	re-

read	the	page.		What	does	lots	of	company	refer	to	here?	Look	at	

the	illustraTon.	Do	you	ever	have	company?	Are	ants	ever	alone?	Do	

you	know	another	meaning	for	the	word	company?	We	can	fig-ure	

out	which	meaning	the	author	is	using	by	looking	at	the	text	around	

the	word.	We’ve	talked	a	lot	about	what	ants	look	like,	how	and	

what	they	eat,	and	how	they	live.	We’ve	been	using	the	illustra-Tons	

and	diagrams	to	find	out	more	informaTon.	Who	can	tell	us	what	we	

learned	from	the	author’s	quesTon	and	answer	structure?	(1R4,	1R5,	

1R8)

Ques4on	8:	On	pages	22-23	is	a	two-page	illustraTon	of	an	ant	

nest.	Study	the	illustraTon.	Let’s	chart	the	jobs.	(1R1,	1R7)

Ques4on	9:	Read	pp.	24-29	and	add	to	the	chart.	(1R1,	1R7)

LIFE CYCLE OF THE ANT: EXPLANATION

THE QUEEN ANT LAYS AN EGG. THIS IS THE FIRST

STAGE OF LIFE FOR THAT ANT.  THE EGG THEN 

DEVELOPS INTO LARVA WHERE IT MOLTS AND GROWS 

SOME MORE. THE THIRD STAGE IS WHEN THE ANT IS A 

PUPA AND CREATES A COCOON AROUND ITSELF.  THE 

LAST STAGE IS WHEN THE ANT EMERGES FROM THAT

COCOON AS AN ADULT ANT.

Drawing
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WHAT	JOBS	DO	
WORKER	ANTS		DO?	

(1R1)

WHAT	JOBS	DO	
SOLDIER	ANTS	DO?	

(1R1)

	WHAT	JOB	DOES	THE	
QUEEN	DO?	(1R1)

HOW	DO	THE	
ILLUSTRATIONS	HELP	
US	TO	UNDERSTAND	
THESE	ROLES?	(1R6,	

1R7)



Daily	Instruc4onal	Task-	Shared	Wri4ng	

A	life	cycle	is	the	stages	that	occur	in	a	plant	or	animal’s	lifeTme.	A	
life	cycle	is	a	circle	that	has	no	end	since	when	one	life	ends	an-
other	one	always	begins.	Let’s	think	about	ants.	Let’s	think	about	
what	we	have	learned	while	reading	this	book.	Look	at	the	diagram	
and	let’s	write	an	explanaTon	of	the	life	cycle	of	the	ant.	(1R1,	1W4,	
1-LSI-2	)
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Lesson	5:	Thinking	About	Ants	-	

CULMINATING	TASK	List-Group-Label,		Interac4ve	wri4ng	(1R4,	
1W4,	1SL1,	1SL6,	1L4,	1L5a)

1.	Reread	the	en4re	text.

2. List-Group-Label
Let’s	think	about	all	that	we	have	learned	about	ants.		(RI.1.1,	1.2)1.

List:	Have	students	brainstorm	informaTon	about	ants	they	have	
learned	and	list	that	informaTon	but	do	not	organize	it.	It	helps	to	
list	informa4on	on	separate	sentence	strips	so	that	you	can	group	
informa4on.

2. Group:	Next	ask	students:	How	could	we	organize	this	informa-Ton	
to	help	us	quickly	remember	key	facts	about	ants?	Which	informaTon	
goes	together?		Model	how	you	would	connect	infor-maTon	from	
the	chart.	Sort	the	sentence	strips	that	you	would	place	together	as	
an	example.	Then	ask	students	to	work	to-gether	to	sort	the	
informaTon.	Guide	this	process.

3. Label:	Aler	all	the	words	and	phrases	have	been	sorted	into	sub-
groups,	say	to	the	children,	“Let’s	read	through	our	subgroups	and	
give	each	a	label.”	

4. Place	a	label	on	top	of	each	subgroup.

Learning Intentions:                        

1. I am learning how to recall and list information I learned.     

2. I am learning how to group and label information.

Success Criteria:                           

1. I can recall and list information I learned.

Reading Strategy: Monitoring and Organizing Ideas and Information
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A	brief	film	that	explains	List,	Group,	Label	strategy

Downloaded	from	here:	
h[ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K731qicwYcY&list=PLLxDw

KxHx1yL-_25-YT7vv5SxxIpK7OxK&index=2	

MOVIE 5.2	List	Group	Label
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Lesson	6:	The	Bee	Book	-	pp.	1-9	-	K-W-L,	Answering	Text	Depend-
ent	Ques4ons,	Inferring	Vocabulary,	Shared	Wri4ng

Milner,	Charlo[e.	(2018).	The	Bee	Book.	New	York:	DK	Publishing.	

Read	aloud	pp.	1-9,	The	Bee	Book.	

Conduct	K-W-L	with	children	as	you	read	parts	of	this	book	aloud.	
AcTvate	students'	background	knowledge	about	bees	by	discussing	
what	students	will	read	and	what	they	already	know.	

K-W-L

K-W-L	helps	children	acTvate	their	background	knowledge	and	to	
set	purposes	for	reading.

The	following	chart	shows	the	steps	in	each	part	of	the	procedure:

1. Children	discuss	what	they	already	know	about	bees.	Ask	the	chil-
dren	to	say	what	they	know	about	bees	and	list	and	then	organ-
ize	the	students’	ideas	into	broad	categories,	such	as	(only	an	ex-
ample):

o Experiences	with	Bees

o Types	of	Bees

o Honey	Makers

o Parts	of	the	Bee

2. Students	discuss	what	they	want	to	learn	from	the	read	aloud	
(Show	them	the	cover)	and	you	help	them	to	phrase	specific	
quesTons	that	they	think	may	be	answered	in	the	book.

3. Aler	reading	porTons	of	the	text	each	day,	students	discuss	what	
they	learned	from	it.	Guide	students	to	answer	one	quesTon	
each	day	from	the	“W”	porTon	of	the	chart	and	generate	a	writ-
ten	response	to	the	quesTons	based	on	what	has	been	learned	
from	The	Bee	Book.	

Book	Introduc4on	(aber	K-W-L	has	been	started):

Learning Intentions: 
1. I am learning how my prior knowledge can help me understand 
a topic.  
2. I am learning how using a KWL chart can help me understand a 
topic. 
3. I can tell what I learned from the text.

Success Criteria:                  
1. I can share what I know and want to learn about bees. 
2. I can ask and answer questions about bees.
3. I can tell what I learned from the text about bees. 
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The	Bee	Book	is	an	introducTon	to	the	honeybee.	Bees	are	incredi-
bly	hard	working	builders.	They	are	responsible	for	a	third	of	every	
mouthful	of	food	we	eat.	In	this	book	we	will	find	out	how	bees	talk	
to	one	another,	what	it	takes	to	become	a	queen	bee,	what	the	life	
of	a	worker	bee	is	like,	and	more.	Today	we	will	learn	what	honey-
bees	are	and	the	parts	of	their	body.

Read	aloud	to	page	5,	stopping	as	students	express	interest.		Ask	
students	what	new	informaTon	they	have	learned	from	the	book.	
Record	this	in	the	column,	“What	Have	We	learned	About	Honey-
bees?

WHAT	DO	WE	KNOW	
ABOUT	HONEYBEES?

WHAT	DO	WE	WANT	TO	
LEARN	ABOUT	
HONEYBEES?

WHAT	HAVE	WE	
LEARNED	ABOUT	
HONEYBEES?
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ConTnue	reading	aloud	pages	6-7,	stopping	as	children	express	in-
terest	and	pose	quesTons.		Pose	these	quesTons	if	they	have	not	
already	been	discussed	by	the	students.

Ques4on	1:		The	honeybee	like	the	ant	is	an	insect.	What	makes	a	
honeybee	an	insect?	Could	we	add	this	word,	honeybee,	to	our	vo-
cabulary	chart	as	another	example	of	insect?	(1R1)

Ques4on	2:	What	is	a	colony?		Can	we	add	that	to	our	vocabulary	
chart?	(1R4,	1L4)

Ques4on	3:	What	is	a	nest	in	the	wild?		What	is	a	nest	that	is	hu-
man	made	for	honeybees?	Let’s	add	the	word	nest	to	our		vocabu-
lary	chart?	(1R4,	1L4)

Ques4on	4:	(p.	6):	Have	you	ever	heard	of	pollen?		What	is	it?	Turn	
and	tell	your	partner	as	I	reread	this	secTon	Let’s	add	the	word	nest	
to	our		vocabulary	chart?	(1R4,	1L4)

Ques4on	5:	(p.	6).		What	is	nectar?	Let’s	add	the	word	nest	to	our		
vocabulary	chart?	(1R4,	1L4)

Ques4on	6:	(aler	p.	7)	What	do	honeybees	do	when	it	gets	cold	
outside?	(1R1)
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WORD EXPLANATION

life	cycle insects	have	four	stages	in	their	life	cycle:	egg,	larva,	pupa,	adult

imagine form	a	mental	picture,	visualize

insect a	small	arthropod	animal	that	has	six	legs	and	generally	one	or	two	pairs	of	wings.	(ant,	honeybee)

feelers
Two	antennae	("feelers")	are	a[ached	to	the	ant’s	head.		Ants	use	feelers	to	detect	chemicals,	air	currents,	and	vibraTons.	They	also	
are	used	to	transmit	and	receive	signals	through	touch.

scissor	jaws
Ants	have	jaws	that	are	different	from	ours.	They	are	sharp	and	powerful.	They	come	together	like	a	pair	of	scissors	to	tear	the	food	
so	ants	can	eat	their	food.

honeybee
an	insect	who	lives	in	a	colony	along	with	thousands	of	other	honeybees,	either	in	a	nest	in	the	wild	or	a	human-made	nest.	The	
honeybee	producers	honey.	

colony a	large	group	of	bees

nest the	place	where	bees	live.	Some	nests	are	made	in	the	wild,	others	are	made	by	humans.

pollen a	powder	made	by	flowers.

nectar a	sweet	sTcky	liquid	produced	by	flowers.

thorax the	middle	secTon	of	a	honeybee	that	includes	the	chest	area,	legs	and	wings.

abdomen The	end		secTon	of	the	honeybee	that	includes	the	sTnger.

antennae Two	long	thin	body	parts	on	the	head	of	insects,	like	the	honeybee.	Antennae	help	animals	sense	the	world	around	them.

domesTc that	which	is	made	or	maintained	by	humans.

bee	keepers people	who	take	care	of	honey	bees	in	beehives

pollinaTon The	process	of	pollen	moving	from	one	flower	to	another	is	called	pollinaTon.

larva The	second	part	in	the	life	cycle	of	some	insects	like	ants	and	bees.	A	larva	changes	into	a	pupa.

pupa The	third	part	in	the	life	cycle	of	some	insects.	The	pupa	changes	into	an	adult.	

waggle	dance The	movement	that	bees	use	to	communicate	with	other	bees	about	the	locaTon	of	flowers.
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Pages	8-9	:	The	Bee’s	Knees

Ques4on	1:	(pp.8-9):	What	are	the	three	parts	of	the	honeybee’s	
body?		Tell	your	partner	how	your	body	and	the	bee’s	body	is	simi-
lar	and	different.	Let’s	add	thorax,	abdomen,	and	antennae	to	our	
vocabulary	chart.	(1R4,	1L4)

Ques4on	2	(p.	9	aler	“Why	do	bees	buzz?”):	Explain	to	your	part-
ner	why	bees	buzz.	(1SL2

Ques4on	3:	Tell	your	partner	one	things	that	surprised	you	about	
what	you	learned	about	honeybees	today.		(1R9,	1SL2)

Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	Shared	Wri4ng	(1W4)

1. Let’s	review	the	quesTons	we	wanted	to	know.	Did	anything	we	
read	answer	any	of	these	quesTons?		

2. Let’s	generate	a	wri[en	response	to	this	quesTon.	

3. Invite	the	students	help	you	answer	the	quesTon	as	you	record	
their	response.	Edit	as	needed.		(1L1,	1L2)
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Lesson	7:	The	Bee	Book,	pp.	10-15	-	Honey	making	-		K-W-L,	An-
swering	Text	Dependent	QuesTons,	Inferring	Vocabulary,	Inde-
pendent	WriTng,	

3.Read	aloud	pages	10-13.		Ask	children	to	listen	for	where	honey	
comes	from	and	how	it	is	made.

pp.	12-13:	Where	Does	Honey	Come	From?

Ques4on	1:		What	is	the	difference	between	wild	and	domesTc
.		Let’s	reread	and	see	if	we	can	infer.

Some	honeybees	live	and	make	honey	in	the	wold.	Others	

are	domesCc	and	made	honey	that	is	collected	by	humans.	

These	honeybees	are	kept	in	beehives	and	are	cared	for	by	

beekeepers.

Learning Intentions: 

1. I am learning how to answer text dependent questions.  

2. I am learning how using a KWL chart can help me understand 
a topic. 

3. I am learning how to independently write what I learned 
from the text.

Success Criteria: 

1. I can share what I learned about how bees make honey. 

2. I can ask and answer questions about how bees make honey.  

3. I can independently write what I learned from the text.

1.Revisit 	the 	K-W-L	Chart .		Explain 	that 	you 	will 	be 	reading	
informa-Ton	about	how	bees	make	honey.			Ask	students	if	they	
know 	any - thing 	about 	these 	two 	topics :	honey 	making 	and	
pollinaTon .	List 	what 	they 	know 	and 	see 	if	there 	is	a	broad	
category	their	knew	concepts	and	ideas	might	fit	into.
2. Then	ask	students	in	there	is	anything	new	they	want	to	learn	
now	that	they	have	learned	some	informaTon	about	
honeybees	and	know	what	the	read	aloud	will	focus	on.	Add	
their	new	ques-Tons	to	the	chart.
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Tell	your	partner	what	domesTc	means.	How	is	it	different	from	
wild?	(1R1,	1R4,	1L4)

Ques4on	2:	What	is	a	beekeeper?	Let’s	add	that	to	our	chart.	(1R4,	
1L4)

Ques4on	3:	Why	do	beekeepers	use	a	smoker?	(1R1)

p.	14:	What’s	Happening	in	the	Hive?	Read		aloud	pp.	14-15

Ques4on	4:	What	are	the	three	types	of	honeybees	that	live	in	the	
colony?	(1R1)

Ques4on	5:	How	are	the	three	types	of	honeybees	who	live	to-
gether	in	a	colony	similar	to	ants	living	in	an	ant	colony?		(1R1)

Ques4on	6:	What	is	the	queen’s	job?	Tell	your	partner.	(1R1)

Ques4on	7:	How	is	the	worker’s	job	connected	to	the	queen?	(1R3)	
Explain	the	word,	foraging	(searching	for	food).

Ques4on	8:	What	does	the	drone	honeybee		do?	(1R1)
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p.	15:	How	Do	Honeybees	Make	Honey?

Ques4on	9:	Let’s	list	the	steps	that	explain	how	honeybees	make	
honey.	(1R3)

1.Honeybees	use	their	tongue	to	collect	nectar	from	flowers	and	
store	it	in	their	honey	stomachs.

2.	They	fly	back	to	the	hive	and	pass	the	nectar	to	another	bee	us-
ing	their	mouths.

3.	That	bee	processes	the	nectar	(making	spit	bubbles)	unTl	the	nec-
tar	changes	to	honey	and	stores	it	in	wax	cells	within	the	hive.

4.	The	bees	seal	the	honey	cell	with	a	wax	to	keep	the	honey	fresh.

Ques4on	10:	How	did	the	numbers	in	the	illustraTon	help	us	to	un-
derstand	how	bees	make	honey?	(1R5,	1R7)

Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	Guided	and	Independent	Wri4ng

1. Let’s	review	the	quesTons	we	wanted	to	know	on	our	K-W-L	
chart.	Did	anything	we	read	answer	any	of	our	quesTons?		Let’s	
generate	a	wri[en	response	to	this	quesTon.	(1W2,	1W4)

2. Invite	the	students	help	you	rehearse	an	answer	to	the	quesTon.	
Then	invite	students	to	write	their	own	response	in	their	note-
books.		

Note:	If	there	are	students	who	cannot	complete	this	task,	conduct	
a	small	group	guided	wriTng	lesson.
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Lesson	8:	The	Bee	Book,	pp.	16-21	-	Pollina4on,	K-W-L,	
Answering	Text	Dependent	Ques4ons,	Inferring	Vocabulary,	
Independent	Wri4ng

1. Revisit	the	K-W-L	Chart.		Explain	that	you	will	be	reading	informa
-Ton	about	the	process	of	pollinaTon.		Ask	students	if	they	know	
anything	about	this	topic.	List	what	they	know	and	see	if	there	is	
a	broad	category	their	new	concepts	and	ideas	might	fit	into.	(1
w4)

2. Strategy: Reading to Learn- Learning Information from 
Nonfiction

3. Read	aloud	pages	16-20.		Ask	children	to	listen	for	what	pollina
-Ton	is	and	why	it	is	important	to	the	honeybee	and	us.	

Ques4on	1:	As	you	read	pages	18	-	20	with	the	students,	aler	each	
sentence	ask,	Does	this	sentence	tell	us	what	pollina4on	is?		(1R8
).		If	so,	write	it	under	the	Main	Point	on	the	chart	paper.	If	not,	ex-
plain	why	not.	

Ques4on	2:	How	do	honeybees	help	the	pollinaTon	process?	Ex
-plain	tot	your	partner.	(1R3)

Ques4on	3:	What		happens	aler	the	pollen	meets	the	egg?		
Which	number	on	the	illustraTon	best	answers	that	quesTon	(#6)?	
(1R3,	1R7)
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    I’m going to think about what I already know about honeybees. 
This helps me figure out what I don't know. Then I can come up 
with questions about what I want to learn from this book. Once 
I started thinking about what I know about honeybees, I see 
that I have a lot of questions. I know that someone else might 
have different questions. But as I read, I’ll see if the book 
answers my own questions.

Teacher models:

Then	ask	students	in	there	is	anything	new	they	want	to	learn	
now	that	they	have	learned	more	informaTon	about	
honeybees.	Add	their	new	quesTons	to	the	chart.



Ques4on	4	(page	20).	Why	did	the	illustrator	use	arrows	on	this	
page?		How	do	the	arrows	help	us	to	understand	how	we	benefit	
from	the	honeybees	pollinaTon	of	plants?	(1R7-8)

Ques4on	5	(page	21):	Tell	your	partner	one	product	you	like	that	
gets	made	because	bees	pollinate	a	plant?		

Ques4on	6	What	has	this	secTon	of	the	text	been	mostly	about?	
(RI.1.2)	Let’s	add	write	an	explanaTon	of	what	pollinaTon	is	on	our	
vocabulary	chart.	(1R4,	1L4)

Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	Guided	and	Independent	Wri4ng

1. Let’s	review	the	quesTons	we	wanted	to	know	on	our	K-W-L	
chart.	Did	anything	we	read	answer	any	of	our	quesTons?		Let’s	
generate	a	wri[en	response	to	this	quesTon.	(1W2,	1W4)

2. Invite	the	students	help	you	rehearse	an	answer	to	the	quesTon.	
Then	invite	students	to	write	their	own	response	in	their	note-
books.		Students will write one-two sentences stating one thing 
a bee pollinates, as well as what it is used to make.

Note:	If	there	are	students	who	cannot	complete	this	task,	conduct	
a	small	group	guided	wriTng	lesson.
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Lesson	9:	The	Bee	Book,	pp.	22-25	Worker	Honeybee

3. Read	aloud	pages	22-25.		Ask	children	to	listen	for	how	the	
worker	honeybee	is	born	and	what	its	life	is	like.

4. Show	students	that	you	are	going	to	begin	reading	about	how	
the	worker	honeybee	is	born.	Show	them	the	secTon	of	text.

Question 1: How	many	days	from	the	Tme	the	queen	honeybee	lays	
an	egg	does	it	take	for	the	adult	bee	to	be	developed?	How	

do the	illustraTons	help	us	to	know	that?	(1R1,	1R7)

	Question 2: Refer to the life cycle of the ant you had charted. 
Ask students to look at it again and to say how it is similar to 
the worker honeybee. (1R1) 

Refer	to	the	life	cycle	of	the	ant	you	had	charted.	Ask	
students	to	look	at	it	again	and	to	say	how	it	is	similar	to	the	worker	
honeybee.	(1R1)

Learning Intentions: 

1. I am learning how to answer text dependent questions. 

2. I am learning how using a KWL chart can help me understand a 
topic. 

3. I am learning  how to independently  write what I learned from 
the text.

Success Criteria: 

1. I can share what I learned about the worker bee. 

2. I can ask and answer questions about the worker bee. 

3. I can independently write what I learned from the text.

Reading to Learn - Learning Information from Nonfiction                                                              
identifying newinformation you want to learn, as well as 
answering questions as you read

        I ask  myself  questions  about  the  book  before  I start  reading . I 
have a lot of questions  before I start reading . I wonder  what the 
book is about. I wonder  about the information  in the book. Now 
that  I am  reading  the  book , I’m finding  lots  of  answers . The 
pictures  are  helping  me  think  about  what  we  have  learned 
already. I think I’m going to get answers to most of my questions- 
maybe even all of them!

1. Revisit 	the	K-W-L	Chart.		Explain	that	you	will	be	reading	infor-
maTon	about	the	worker	bee.	Ask	students	if	they	know	any-
thing	about	these	topics:	honeybee	jobs.	List	what	they	know	
and	see	if	there	is	a	broad	category 	their	knew	concepts 	and	
ideas	might	fit	into.(1W2,	1W4)

2.Then	ask	students 	in	there	is	anything 	new	they	want	to	learn	
now	that	they	have	learned		more	informaTon	about	honey-
bees	and	know	what	the	read	aloud	will	focus	on.	Add	their	
new	quesTons	to	the	chart.	(1W2,	1W4)

Teacher models:
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Ques4on	3:	Which	secTon	of	the	graphic	on	pages	24-25	show	
what	happens	to	the	adult	honeybee	worker?	Tell	your	partner.	
(1SL1)

Ques4on	4:	What	are	the	five	jobs	worker		honeybees	do?	Let’s	list	
them.(1R1,	1W7)

Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	Guided	and	Independent	Wri4ng

1. Let’s	review	the	quesTons	we	wanted	to	know	on	our	K-W-L	
chart.	Did	anything	we	read	answer	any	of	our	quesTons?		Let’s	
generate	a	wri[en	response	to	this	quesTon.	(1W2,	1W4)

2. Invite	the	students	help	you	rehearse	an	answer	to	the	quesTon.	
Then	invite	students	to	write	their	own	response	in	their	note-
books.		

DAYS TASK

1-2
Cleaning	Comb	Cell	
where	it	was	born

3-11 Nursing	larvae

12-17 Build	Comb	Cells

18-21
Guarding	the	nest’s	

entrance

22+ Foraging	for	food
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Teacher models: 
       Before I read, I think about what I might know about the things 

in this  book . I know  this  story  is about  honeybees  because 
there  is a picture  of it in on the cover . I also know from other 
books  I have  read  that  bees  communicate  with  one another 
and that there is a queen bee. I wonder what else I might learn 
from reading this story about the ways bees communicate, the 
queen bee and what a swarm is? Now that I got my brain ready 
by thinking  about  what  I already  might  know , I am ready  to 
read this book!

3.Then 	ask 	students 	in	there 	is	anything 	new 	they 	want 	to	learn	
now	that 	they 	have 	learned 		more 	informaTon 	about 	honey -
bees 	and 	know 	what 	the	read 	aloud 	will 	focus 	on.	Add 	their	
new	quesTons	to	the	chart.

4. Read	aloud	pages	26-27.		Ask	children	to	listen	for	informaTon	
about	the	queen	bee.

Ques4on	1	(p.	26):	What	is	the	Queen	Bee’s	main	job?	(1R1)

Ques4on	2:	(p.26)	Ask	students	to	say	what	the	word	scent	means	(

odor,	a	disTncTve	smell)		What	is	the	queen	scent	and	why	is	it	im-

portant	to	the	other	honeybees?	(1R3-4,	1L4)

Lesson	10:	The	Bee	Book,	pp.	26-31		queen,	swarm

Learning Intentions:

1. I am learning what the words, queen and swarm, mean.

2. I am learning about the way bees communicate.

Success Criteria:

1. I can ask and answer questions about the text.

2. I can use drawings and sentences to explain ways bees 
communicate.

1. Revisit	the	K-W-L	Chart.		(1W2,	1W4)	Explain	that	you	will	be	
reading	informaTon	about	how	the	jobs	of	honeybees,	specifi-
cally	the	the	queen	bee.		You’ll	be	reading	about	the	the	way	bees	
communicate,	and		what	a	swarm	of	bees	is.	

2. Ask	students	if	they	know	anything	about	these	topics:	
queen	bee,	ways	bees	communicate,	and	what	a	swarm	is.	List	
what	they	know	and	see	if	there	is	a	broad	category	their	knew	
concepts	and	ideas	might	fit	into.
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Ques4on	3	(p.	26):		How	is	the	queen	like	a	celebrity?		Tell	your	
partner.	(1SL1)

Ques4on	4	(p.	26):		Aler	a	queen	bee	is	born	what	happens	to	
her?	Let’s	read	through	the	illustraTon	so	we	can	understand.	
Read	and	summarize.	(1R1)

Read	aloud	pages	28-29.	

Ques4on	5:	What	does	the	quesTon	(How	Do	Honeybees	Talk	to	
Each	Other?)	at	the	top	of	the	page	tell	us?		(1R1,	1R5)	Throughout	
the	book,	the	author	has	posed	a	quesTon	and	then	answered	it.		
This	is	on	text	structure	that	writers	o	informaTon	olen	use.	

Ques4on	6:	What	is	the	waggle	dance?	Turn	and	tell	your	partner.	
Let’s	add	that	to	our	chart.	(1R4,	1L4)

Ques4on	7:	What	do	bees	communicate	during	the	waggle	dance?	
(distance	and	locaTon	and	type	of	flower	[by	smell])	(1R1)
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Read	aloud	pages	30-31:	

Ques4on	8	(p.	30):	What	is	the	topic	of	these	two	pages?	How	does	
the	quesTon	help	us	to	idenTfy	the	topic?	(1R2)

Ques4on	9:	What	is	a	swarm?	Let’s	add	it	to	our	chart.	(1R4,	1L4)

Ques4on	10:	Why	do	honeybees	swarm?	(R1R)

Culmina4ng	Task:	Guided	and	Independent	Wri4ng

1. Let’s	review	the	quesTons	we	wanted	to	know	on	our	K-W-L	
chart.	Did	anything	we	read	answer	any	of	our	quesTons?		Let’s	
generate	a	wri[en	response	to	this	quesTon.	(1W2,	1W4)

2. Invite	the	students	help	you	rehearse	an	answer	to	the	quesTon.	
Then	invite	students	to	write	their	own	response	in	their	note-
books.		Students will draw a picture and write one-two 
sentences explaining what they learned about how bees 
communicate with one another.

Note:	If	there	are	students	who	cannot	complete	this	task,	conduct	
a	small	group	guided	wriTng	lesson.
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Lesson	11:	The	Honeybee	Man,		Read		Aloud/Think	Aloud,	Model	
Ques4oning,	Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	Interac4ve	Wri4ng

Nargi,	Lela.	(2011).	The	Honeybee	Man.	Illustrated	by	Kyrsten	
Brooker.	New	York:	Schwartz	&	Wade.

Lexile	Level:	870	

Learning Intentions:

1. I am learning how skilled readers construct meaning from a text.

2. I am learning about the concept of thinking aloud.

Success Criteria:

1. I can identify which strategy (predict, use schema, ask questions, make 
connections, use illustrations) is being used while the reader thinks aloud.

2. I can discuss with a partner which strategy is being used and provide a 
reason why.

3. I can participate in Interactive Writing about the process of making 
honey.
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Think	Aloud

Think-alouds	have	been	described	as	"eavesdropping	on	

someone's	thinking."	With	this	strategy,	teachers	verbalize	

aloud	while	reading	a	selecCon	orally.	Their	verbalizaCons	

include	describing	things	they're	doing	as	they	read	to	monitor	

their	comprehension.	The	purpose	of	the	think-aloud	strategy	

is	to	model	for	students	how	skilled	readers	construct	meaning	

from	a	text.	from	here.	(Reading	Rockets,	hUp://

www.readingrockets.org/strategies/think_alouds	

Introduce	students	to	the	concept	of	thinking	aloud	if	it	is	new	to	
them.		You	might	say	something	like:	“Today	I	am	going	to	be	read-
ing	The	Honeybee	Man”	You	will	know	I	am	reading	the	text	as	I	will	
be	holding	the	book	up,	with	the	pages	facing	you	so	you	can	see	
the	illustraTon.		When	I	close	the	book	and	start	talking,	I	will	be	do-
ing	a	think	aloud.		As	I	read	and	think	aloud	I	want	you	to	noTce	
what	strategy	I	am	using	each	Tme	I	stop	and	think	aloud.	You’ll	be	
using	your	strategy	cards	and	discussing	the	strategy	you	thought	I	
used	with	your	partner.	

Makes	sure	students	have	these	five	cards	on	their	ring:	predict,	ask	
quesTons,	use	illustraTons,	make	connecTons,	and	use	schema.
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Predict

Ask									
QuesTons

Use											
IllustraTons

Use									
Schema

Make									
ConnecTons
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TEXT MY	THINKING STRATEGIES

I	know	a	lot	about	honeybees	from	our	last	book,	The	Bee	Book.	I	
wonder	if	that	will	help	me	understand	The	Honeybee	Man?	
(Stop	and	ask	students	what	they	noTced

Make	ConnecTons

Ask	QuesTons

I	realize	that	this	isn’t	an	informaTonal	book.	This	is	a	story.	I’m	
gebng	my	clues	from	the	illustraTons,	and	from	the	way	the	
book	opens.	I	have	read	other	stories	that	begin	by	telling	you	
when	and	where	the	story	happens	and	who	is	in	it.	It	tells	me	
the	sebng	-	July	and	a	city	and	the	characters:	Fred,	Copper,	and	
Cat.

Use	Schema

Use	illustraTons

I’m	really	gebng	a	sense	of	Fred	and	I	love	the	way	the	illustrator	
portrayed	Fred’s	home.	It	reminds	me	of	the	color	forms	kits	I	
had	as	a	kid.		I	bet	he	keeps	beehives	on	the	roof.

Make	ConnecTons

Use	IllustraTons

Make	PredicTon

I	remember	in		The	Bee	Book	that	hives	had	thousands	of	cells	
inside.	I	think	that	is	what	the	narrator	is	telling	me	here.	I’m	
predicTng	that	the	three	boxes	are	hives.	It’s	kind	of	neat	how	
Fred	thinks	of	the	hives	like	Tny	ciTes.		

Make	ConnecTons

Make	PredicTon
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TEXT MY	THINKING STRATEGIES

My	predicTon	was	correct.	The	boxes	are	hives	and	each	hive	has	
its	own	queen.	I	wonder	who	the	queens	are?	Who	are	Mab,	
NeferTT,	and	Bodicea?

Ask	QuesTons

I	remember	learning	about	the	different	types	of	bees	from	The	
Bee	Book.	Worker	and	Queen	bees	are	menToned	here	and	their	
jobs.	I	remember	the	worker	bees	fed	the	babies.	The	illustraTon	
really	lets	me	see	inside	the	hive.	I	wonder	what	forage	means?	
It	seems	important.	“Others	are	gebng	ready	to	forage	in	flowers	
abloom	all	across	Brooklyn.”	[NOTE:	Ask	the	children	to	help	you	
define	the	word,	forage.]

Use	Schema	

Use	IllustraTons	

Ask	QuesTons

I	remember	when	we	read	Thinking	About	Ants	that	word	
imagine	was	used.	What	does	it	mean?	Let	me	look	at	our	
vocabulary	chart.	Imagine	means	to	form	a	mental	picture,	
visualize.	I	can	see	in	the	illustraTon	that	Fred	is	sibng	with	his	
eyes	closed.	He	is	imagining	that	he’s	flying.	I	am	wondering	why	
Fred	does	not	know	whether	the	honey	his	bees	will	make	will	be	
dark	or	light.	I	am	also	wondering	how	he	could	find	out	whether	
the	bees	will	find	mint	or	other	specific	kinds	of	flowers.

Make	ConnecTons	

Ask	QuesTons	

Use	vocabulary	chart

Use	illustraTons

What	does	wail	mean?	I	can	see	a	baby	in	a	stroller	and	the	
baby’s	mouth	is	wide	open.	Maybe	wail	means	to	cry.	

Ask	QuesTons

Use	illustraTons

Make	predicTon
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TEXT MY	THINKING STRATEGIES

Fred	isn’t	afraid	of	the	bees.	The	bees	must	be	going	out	to	get	
nectar	and	pollen.	I	remember	that	from	the	last	book	we	read.

Make	ConnecTons

Use	schema

Do	the	type	of	flowers	that	the	bee	gets	the	nectar	from	ma[er?		
Fred	says	he	hopes	the	bees	find	a	blueberry	bush.	Are	there	
different	flavors	of	honey?	I’m	predicTng	that	there	are	different	
flavors.

Ask	QuesTons

Make	predicTon

I	remember	the	waggle	dance.	I	bet	Fred	is	right!		When	the	bees	
come	back	to	the	hive	they	dance	so	that	they	can	communicate	
where	the	flowers	are	and	how	far	away.

Make	ConnecTon

Ask	QuesTons

Seeing	how	Fred	appreciates	the	bees	is	helping	me	to	
appreciate	bees	too.	I	used	to	be	scared	of	bees.	Now	I’m	
thinking	they	are	pre[y	helpful.

Make	ConnecTon
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TEXT MY	THINKING STRATEGIES

Fred	is	brave. Use	Schema

I	remember	learning	about	the	smoke.	It	calms	the	bees.	Thats	
smart	f	Fred.	Maybe	the	bees	will	be	too	dazed	to	sTng	him.	
What	does	burrow	mean?	[NOTE:	Ask	the	children	to	help	you	
define	the	word,	forage.]

Use	Schema

Ask	QuesTons

I	wasn’t	sure	how	honey	was	made	from	hives.		I	can	see	that	
Fred	cuts	off	the	wax	coaTng	and	inside	the	honey	begins	to	run.	
The	honey	I	get	is	thick--not	runny.		How	will	Fred	make	the	
honey	thick?

Make	ConnecTon

Use	Schema

Ask	QuesTons

I	didn’t	know	about	the	machine,	I	reminds	me	of	an	old	fashion	
washing	machine	that	has	a	spinner	in	it.	I	like	Fred’s	label.	
What’s	he	going	to	do	with	all	the	honey?

Make	ConnecTon

Ask	QuesTons
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Part	2.	Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	Wri4ng	Task		(Interac4ve	wri4ng)

1. Boys	and	girls,	let’s	think	about	the	process	Fred	goes	through	to	make	honey.	

2. Let’s	list	the	steps.	(1R1,	1W2	1W4,	1SL1,	1SL2)

HONEY	MAKING	PROCESS

1.	Fred	sets	a	frame	of	honeycomb	over	a	tank	and	cuts	off	the	wax	caps,	so	the	honey	will	begin	to	flow.

2.	Fred	places	the	honeycomb	in	a	spinning	machine,	which	squeezes	every	last	drip	of	honey	out	of	it.

3.	Fred	pours	honey	into	jars.

4.	Fred	sTcks	his	homemade	label	to	the	jars.

Making Sense of Text: Summarizing and Retelling- recalling steps in correct order

(When the class agrees on 
how to complete each step, ask for a volunteer to come to the chart and take    the pen to complete the 
sentence.)
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Lesson	12:	The	Honeybee	Man,	Thinking	Aloud,	Wri4ng	(1R1-4;	1W1,	1W2,	1W4,	1SL1,	1SL2,	1L4)

Part	1.	Thinking	Aloud

ConTnue	thinking	aloud	process	from	previous	day.	Take	Tme	to	read	the	informaTon	at	the	end	of	the	book

Learning Intentions:

1. I am learning how skilled readers construct meaning from a text.

2. I am learning about the main idea of a story. 

Success Criteria:

1. I can identify which strategy (predict, use schema, ask questions, make connections, use illustrations) is 
being used while the reader thinks aloud.

2. I can discuss with a partner which strategy is being used and provide a reason why.

3. I can create a drawing that represents the main idea of the book that includes captions.
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TEXT MY	THINKING STRATEGIES

Fred	gives	his	neighbors	the	honey.		I	can	see	from	thew	
illustraTon	that	everyone	seems	happy.

Use	illustraTon

I	bet	Fred’s	going	to	taste	some	of	that	honey. Make	predicTon

I	was	right.	I	can	see	Fred	is	tasTng	the	honey.		I	also	think	that	
the	taste	of	the	honey	is	connected	to	the	flower	that	the	bees	
get	the	nectar	from.	That’s	why	he	says,	blueberry.

Use	illustraTon	

Make	Inference

Oh,	I	found	out	about	the	three	queens.	 Use	text	Resources
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Part	2.	Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	Wri4ng	Task	(1R2,	1W4)

1. Boys	and	girls,	let’s	think	about	the	main	idea	of	this	book	we	read.	What	is	this	book	mostly	about?		(1R2,	1W4)

2. (Example:	In	this	book	we	learn	how	Fred	raises	honeybees.		We	learn	the	process	for	making	honey.	Have	students	record	their	response	
through	interac4ve	wri4ng.)	

3. Next	ask	students	to	contribute	a	drawing	that	represents	the	main	idea	of	the	book	that	includes	cap4ons	[1R2,	1W4].	You	may	want	
to	use	and/or	adapt	the	Junior	Great	Books’	rubric	below	as	you	evaluate	students’	learning.
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Lesson	13:	The	Honeybee	Man:	Reread,	Vocabulary,	Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	Wri4ng	Task	(1R1,	1R4,	1SL2,	1W2,	1W4,	1L1,	1L2,	1L4,	1L6)

Learning Intentions:

1. I am learning to infer by using picture clues.

2. I am learning how to use evidence from a text to support my thinking.

Success Criteria:

1. I can recall and define previously learned vocabulary.

2. I can ask my partner the question, “Why does the honey from Fred’s bees have more than one taste?" and listen to their response.

3. I can write an explanation and use evidence from the text to support my opinion.
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Vocabulary	Inferring	Chart	with	Images

1. Show	students	the	chart	you	have	made	that	lists	the	vocabulary	words	and	an	image	for	each	word	(see	next	page).	

2. Say	the	first	word	aloud	(brownstone)	and	ask	students	if	they	have	an	idea	of	what	that	word	means.	

Vocabulary and Concept Knowledge: gathering insight and using what you know to figure out unfamiliar words, as well as, using clues while 
rereading to figure out words

Teacher model: 

I find it helpful when I come across a word that I don't know if you think about something it reminds me of that I do know something about. I find 

a word I do know, and then think about all the things I know about that word. For example, if it was the word puppy I might think of: playful, fuzzy, 

cute, energy, baby, tail, wagging, and dog. Remember good readers make connections between what they have read and what they know to help 

them understand things they might have not seen before now.

3. Move	on	to	the	next	word	and	complete	saying	aloud	each	word,	showing	the	picture	and	asking	students	for	any	insights	they	have	about	
the	words.

4. Explain	to	students	that	you	will	be	rereading	the	story.	Ask	students	to	put	a	thumb	up	when	they	hear	one	of	these	words	so	you	can	stop	
and	together	discuss	what	the	word	means.

5. Stop	and	write	the	explanaTon	in	the	space	on	the	chart	for	each	word.
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WORD EXPLANATION IMAGE

brownstone

inhale

tidy

forage

amber

WORD EXPLANATION IMAGE

propeller

blare

burrow

banish

stoop
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WORD EXPLANATION IMAGE

propeller something that spins to 
make an airplane fly or 
a boat or submarine 
move

blare to make a loud noise

burrow  to dig down into 
something

banish to send someone 
away, to make 
someone or something 
leave

stoop a porch; the place in 
front of a house or 
apartment door

WORD EXPLANATION IMAGE

brownstone a kind of house made 
from brown stone

inhale to breathe in, smell

tidy neat and clean, in order

forage to look for something, 
like food

amber dry tree sap that’s hard 
like a rock
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Part	2:	Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	Wri4ng	Task:	Think,	Pair,	Share,	
Write	(1R3,	1S1,	1W2,	1W4,	1L1,	1L2,	1L4,	1L6)

Aler	the	story	has	been	reread	say	to	the	students:	

1. A	main	idea	of	this	story	is	how	honey	gets	its	taste.	Why	does	
the	honey	from	Fred’s	bees	have	more	than	one	taste?	

a. Think,	Pair,	and	Share	with	your	partner.	Remind	students	to	
ask	quesTons	of	their	partner	if	they	need	to	be[er	under-
stand	something	their	partner	has	said.

2. 	Then	through	guided	wri4ng,	write	an	explanaTon.	Use	evi-
dence	from	the	text	to	support	your	answer.

Example	of	an	answer	(responses	may	vary	but	should	resemble	the	
following):	

 
 

 

too. The honey tasted like linden flowers 

and blueberries.

The honey has more than one taste    

because the bees got their nectar from 

different plants.  We read that the bees 

visited linden flowers. Fred hoped the bees 

would visit the blueberry bushes 

Strategy- Using what they know                                                                                                
Activating Background Knowledge- Talking with others about what 
you know

Teacher model: 

    We can’t know everything about everything, so sometimes when 

I read after I try to make connections to the text and things I 

might know, I still might not understand. When this happens I 

like to talk with a friend to see if they might know something I 

don’t about what we are reading. Our talk can help us 

understand the book in better ways!
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A brief film and example of Think, Pair and Share. Down-
loaded from here:

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9AWNl-A-34&index

=3&list=PLLxDwKxHx1yLuGsYgW_v43wF3qVGj5LMx

MOVIE 5.3 Think, Pair, and Share
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Lesson	14:	Fireflies,	pp.	4-	13,	Finding	Facts,	Turn	and	Talk,	Categorizing,	Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	Shared	Wri4ng

Learning Intentions:

1. I am learning about the topic of fireflies.

2. I am learning how to find facts.              

                                 
Success Criteria:

1. I can identify facts about fireflies by asking myself, “Can the statement be proved?”

2. I can listen and ask my partner about one thing they learned about fireflies.

3. I can share a fact I learned while participating in Shared Writing.
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Bryant,	Megan.	E.	(2008).	Fireflies.	Illustrated	by	Carol	Schwartz.	
New	York:	Penguin	Young	Readers.

Lexile	Level:		,	GR	Level	M

Book	Introduc4on:	Like	the	ant	and	the	honeybee,	fireflies	are	in-
sects	too.	Did	you	know	that	the	greenish	light	that	these	bugs	emit	
is	meant	to	a[ract	a	mate?	This	is	just	one	of	the	interesTng	facts	
we	will	learn	about	in	Fireflies!	

1. As	I	read	a	loud	the	first	few	pages	your	job	is	to	listen	and	
watch	how	I	read	and	idenTfy	new	facts	about	fireflies	that	I	
learn.		

2. Read	aloud	pp.	4-9.	

3. Model	how	you	idenTfy	a	fact	by	asking,	Can	the	statement	be	
proved?	Chart	new	facts.

4. Turn	and	tell	your	partner	how	I	determined	facts	about	fire-
flies.	(1SL2)

FIREFLY	FACTS:		 •	CAN	THE	STATEMENT	BE	PROVED?

1.	Fireflies	are	beetles.

2.	Fireflies		have	two	pairs	of	wings,	six	legs,	and	two	antennae.

3.	A	firefly’s	body	has	three	parts:	head,	thorax,	and	abdomen.

4.	End	of	abdomen	lights	up.

5.	Male	fireflies	flow	more	than	female	fireflies	because	two	parts	of	the	
male’s	abdomen	light	up	instead	of	just	on	like	the	female.
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5. Are	you	ready	to	try	idenTfying	facts?	Read	aloud	pp.	10-13	
and	help	children	to	idenTfy	facts	by	asking,	‘Can	the	state-
ment	be	proved?’	(1R1)

6. Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	Reread	the	chart	of	facts.	Ask	stu-
dents:	What	do	all	these	facts	help	us	to	know	about	fireflies?	
Write	an	answer	using	shared	wriTng.	(1W4,	1W7)

Firefly Facts

We learned fireflies are beetles, They 

have three body parts and their abdo-

mens light up. We learned there are 

2000 different kinds of fireflies and 

that they live in Asia, South and Cen-

tral America, and the United States.

FIREFLY FACTS • CAN THE STATEMENT BE PROVED?

1. Fireflies are beetles.

2. Fireflies  have two pairs of wings, six legs, and two antennae.

3. A firefly’s body has three parts: head, thorax, and abdomen.

4. End of abdomen lights up.

5. Male fireflies flow more than female fireflies because two parts of the 
male’s abdomen light up instead of just on like the female.

6. There are 170 kinds of fireflies in the US and 2000 in the world.

7. Most fireflies in Asia, South and Central America.

8. Some Asian fireflies have gills and live underwater.

9. Fireflies like to live in moist places like jungles, marshes, swamps, and 
fields with tall grass.

10. In US, fireflies in the South and North East.
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Lesson	15:	Fireflies	(Bryant),	Read	Aloud	pp.	14-23,	Iden4fying	Facts,	Categorizing,	Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	Shared	Wri4ng

Learning Intentions:

1. I am learning how and why fireflies light up. 

2. I am learning how to find facts.

Success Criteria:

1. I can identify facts about how and why fireflies light up and add onto our class chart.

2. I can listen and ask my partner about one thing they learned about fireflies and how they light up.
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Part	2:	Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	Shared	Wri4ng:	What	new	informa-
Ton	did	we	learn	about	fireflies	today?	(Add	to	the	chart	with	Fire-
flies	Facts	begun	the	previous	day).(1W2,	1W4)

FIREFLY FACTS • CAN THE STATEMENT BE PROVED?

1. Fireflies are beetles.

2. Fireflies  have two pairs of wings, six legs, and two antennae.

3. A firefly’s body has three parts: head, thorax, and abdomen.

4. End of abdomen lights up.

5. Male fireflies flow more than female fireflies because two parts of 
the male’s abdomen light up instead of just on like the female.

6. There are 170 kinds of fireflies in the US and 2000 in the world.

7. Most fireflies in Asia, South and Central America.

8. Some Asian fireflies have gills and live underwater.

9. Fireflies like to live in moist places like jungles, marshes, swamps, 
and fields with tall grass.

10. In US, fireflies in the South and North East.

11. ATP, a special glow chemical, is the reason fireflies light up. 
When oxygen from fireflies cells is added to the ATP, it makes a flash 
of light.

12. ATP is found in all living things, even us.

13. Fireflies light up to attract a mate.

14. The flash of each firefly species is different.

15. The same kinds of fireflies fly at the same height.

16. Fireflies light up to catch other fireflies.

Part	1:	Read	Aloud

1. Today	we	will	learn	how	and	why	fireflies	light	up.	As	I	read	the	
        first	two	pages	listen	carefully	so	you	can	say	to	your	partner	
        what	you	learned	about	fireflies	and	how	they	light	up.		

2. Read	aloud	pp.	14-15.	

3. “Turn	and	tell	your	partner	one	thing	you	learned	about	how	
firefly	lights	up.	Begin	by	saying,	‘I	learned...’”

4. Record	new	fact	about	fireflies	on	chart.	(1R1)

5.     Now	we	will	learn	why	fireflies	glow.		As	I	read	the	next	few	
pages	(16-23)	listen	carefully	so	you	can	say	to	your	partner	
what	you	learned	about	fireflies.		

Strategy- Using What They Know                                                                                                       
Activating Background Knowledge- talking with others about what 
you know

Teacher Model:

We can’t know everything about everything, so sometimes when I 
read after I try to make connections to the text and things I might 
know, I still might not understand. When this happens I like to talk 
with a friend to see if they might know something I don’t about 
what we are reading. Our talk can help us understand the book in 
better ways!
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Firefly Facts

     We learned fireflies are beetles, 

They have three body parts and their 

abdomens light up. We learned there 

are 2000 different kinds of fireflies 

and that they live in Asia, South and 

Central America, and the United 

States.

     ATP is the reason fireflies glow. 

They light up to attract a mate and 

sometimes to trick other fireflies that 

they then eat. The flash of each firefly     
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species is different. The same kinds of 

fireflies fly at the same height.

Lesson	16:	Fireflies	(Bryant),	pp.	24-35,	Iden4fying	Facts,	Turn	and	
Talk,	Categorizing,	Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	Shared	Wri4ng	

Part	1:	Read	Aloud

1. Read	pages	24-25.	Then	ask	students	to	listen	carefully	so	they	
can	say	to	their	partner	what	each	learned	about	the	lifecycle	
of	fireflies.		Remind	students	they	have	studied	the	life	cycle	of	
ants	and	honey	bees.	

WORD EXPLANATION

life	cycle
insects	have	four	stages	in	their	life	cycle:	egg,	larva,	pupa,	
adult

Learning Intentions:

1. I am learning to find facts.

2. I am learning about the life cycle of fireflies.     

Success Criteria:

1. I can share with a partner one thing I learned about the life 
cycle of fireflies.

2. I can share what I learned about the life cycle of a firefly while 
participating in Shared Writing.
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2. Read	aloud	pp.	26-27.		

3. “Turn	and	tell	your	partner	one	thing	you	learned	about	the	life	cycle	of	fireflies.	Begin	by	saying,	‘I	learned...’”	(1SL2)

4. Record	new	fact	about	firefly’s	life	cycle	on	chart.

5. As	I	read	the	next	few	pages	(28-35)	listen	carefully	so	you	can	say	to	your	partner	what	you	learned	about	fireflies.		

Part	2:	Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	Shared	Wri4ng:	

What	new	informa-Ton	did	we	learn	about	fireflies	today?	(Add	to	the	chart	with	Fire-flies	Facts	begun	the	previous	day.	WriTng:	What	is	
the	lifecycle	of	fireflies?	(1W2,	1W4)

Strategy- Using What They Know Activating Background Knowledge- talking with others abut what you know

Teacher model:

Remember what we discussed the other day about how we can’t know everything about everything. I shared that sometimes when I read I 
try to make connections to the text and things I might know, I still might not understand. When this happens I like to talk with a friend to 
see if they might know something I don’t about what we are reading. Our talk can help us understand the book in better ways!
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Firefly Facts

     We learned fireflies are beetles, 

They have three body parts and their 

abdomens light up. We learned there 

are 2000 different kinds of fireflies 

and that they live in Asia, South and 

FIREFLY	FACTS	•	CAN	THE	STATEMENT	BE	PROVED?

17.	Female	fireflies	lays	500	to	1000	eggs.

18.	Aler	2	t0	4	weeks	the	eggs	hatch	and	larvae	crawl	out.

20.	Larvae	live	underground	and	eat	slugs,	worms	and	snails	and	grow.

21.	Larvae	paralyze	slugs	by	injecTng	a	chemical	into	it	when	it	bites.

22.	In	winter	larvae	burrow	underground.

23.	In	10	to	20	days	the	larva	transforms	into	an	adult	firefly.

24.	The	adult	firefly	lives	only	a	few	weeks	and	seeks	a	mate	so	the	cycle	
can	conTnue.
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Central America, and the United 

States. 

     ATP is the reason fireflies glow. 

They light up to attract a mate and 

sometimes to trick other fireflies that 

they then eat. The flash of each firefly     

species is different. The same kinds of 

fireflies fly at the same height.

     Like ants and honey bees, fireflies 

have four stages of life. They begin life 

as eggs that then hatch. The second 

stage of life is the larvae stage when 

fireflies are hatched. During the winter 
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firefly larvae live underground. During 

that time they transform into adult. 

Lesson	17:	Fireflies	(Bryant),	Read	Aloud	pp.	36-48,	Iden4fying	Facts,	
Categorizing,	Shared	Wri4ng,	Culmina4ng	Task:	All	About	Book

1. I am learning to find facts.

Learning Intentions:

2. I am learning about how scientists use fireflies to cure diseases.      

Success Criteria:

1. I can share with a partner one thing I learned about how fireflies help 
to cure diseases.

2. I can share what I learned about how scienstists use fireflies while 
participating in Shared Writing.

3. I can create an illustration for our All About Fireflies Book. 
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1. Read	pages	36-48.	Then	ask	students	to	listen	carefully	so	they	can	share with their partner what they learned about how scientists use 
fireflies to cure diseases.		Remind	students	they	have	studied	the	life	cycle	of	ants	and	honey	bees.	

2. Read	aloud	pp.	36-48.		

3. “Turn	and	tell	your	partner	one	thing	you	learned	about	the	life	cycle	of	fireflies.	Begin	by	saying,	‘I	learned...’”	(1SL2)

4. Record	new	fact	about	what scientists did and used to cure diseases.

5. As	I	read	the	next	few	pages	(36-48)	listen	carefully	so	you	can	say	to	your	partner	what	you	learned	about	fireflies.		

Culmina4ng	Task:	Shared	Wri4ng:	How	are	scienTsts	using	fireflies	to	cure	diseases?	(Add	to	the	chart	with	Fireflies	Facts	begun	the	previous	
day).	(1W2,	1W4,	1SL2)
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Culmina4ng	Task:	All	About	Book	(1W2,	1W4,	1W7)

1.Make	an	All	About	Fireflies	Book	using	the	shared	wriTng	from	

Lessons	14-17.	Your	book	may	look	like	the	example	that	follows.

2. Invite	students	to	illustrate	the	cover	and	each	page.

3. Post	the	book	first	as	a	WALL	STORY.	Then	aler	the	unit	s	com-

plete,	bind	it	and	place	it	in	the	classroom	library	for	children	to	

reread.

FIREFLY	FACTS	•	CAN	THE	STATEMENT	BE	PROVED?

17.	Female	fireflies	lays	500	to	1000	eggs.

18.	Aler	2	t0	4	weeks	the	eggs	hatch	and	larvae	crawl	out.

20.	Larvae	live	underground	and	eat	slugs,	worms	and	snails	and	grow.

21.	Larvae	paralyze	slugs	by	injecTng	a	chemical	into	it	when	it	bites.

22.	In	winter	larvae	burrow	underground.

23.	In	10	to	20	days	the	larva	transforms	into	an	adult	firefly.

24.	The	adult	firefly	lives	only	a	few	weeks	and	seeks	a	mate	so	the	cycle	
can	conTnue.

25.	ScienTst	placed	firefly	genes	into	cancer	cells	in	order	to	learn	how	
cancer	spreads	and	eventually	they	hope	to	use	firefly	cells	to	make	cancer	
cells	self-destruct.

26.	ScienTsts	are	hoping	to	launch	sensors	into	space	top	see	if	there	is	life	
in	space.

27.	Each	year	there	are	fewer	fireflies	because	of	construcTon,	outdoor	
lights,	and	bug	spray.

28.	If	you	catch	fireflies	always	let	them	free.
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All About Fireflies

by Class _____

        We learned fireflies are beetles, They have three 

body parts and their abdomens light up. We learned there 

are 2000 different kinds of fireflies and that they live in 

Asia, South and Central America, and the United States. 
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     ATP is the reason fireflies glow. They light up to at-

tract a mate and sometimes to trick other fireflies that 

they then eat. The flash of each firefly species is different. 

The same kinds of fireflies fly at the same height.

   Like ants and honey bees, fireflies have four stages of life. 

They begin life as eggs that then hatch. The second stage of 

life is the larvae stage when fireflies are hatched. During the 

winter firefly larvae live underground. During that time they 

transform into adult.
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       Scientist are using firefly genes to see how cancer 

grows. Other scientists are hoping to launch sensors into 

space with firefly chemicals in order to see if there is life in 

space.

					There are fewer fireflies each year because of con-

struction, bright lights, and bug spray. We can help by letting 

fireflies free after we catch them.
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Lesson	18:	Fireflies	(Brinckloe),	Before	Reading	Discussion,	Turn	
and	Talk,	Thinking	Strips,	Daily	Instruc4onal	Task	Iden4fying	
Theme

Brinckloe,	Julie.	(1985).	Fireflies.	New	York:	Simon	&	Schuster.

Lexile	Level:	630

Part	1:	Before	Reading

Have	you	ever	caught	fireflies?	What	was	it	like?	What	Tme	of	year	
was	it?	What	did	you	put	the	fireflies	in	when	you	caught	them?

Learning Intentions:

1. I am learning to find the theme of a story.

2. I am learning how using Thinking Strips can help me retell a 
story.   

Success Criteria:

1. I can use my thinking strip illustrations to help retell the story 
to my partner including the setting, characters, plot, problem 
and resolution.

2. I can write and/or draw the big idea in the last box of my 
thinking strip.
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Thinking	Strips	(1W4,	1SL7)

1. To	make	a	think	strip	take	a	sheet	of	8	1/2	x	11	paper	cut	in	
half	and	taped	together	in	the	center	and	folded	to	make	six	
boxes.	Make	sure	each	child	has	a	clipboard,	a	forma[ed	think-
ing	strip,	and	a	pencil,	with	the	thinking	strip	and	the	pencil	fas-
tened	under	the	clip.		

2.     As I read, I like to stop and draw a quick picture of an 
important part of the story. Before I draw, I think back to 
what I just read and decide which part I want to sketch. My 
drawings will help me remember important parts of the story, 
as well as retell the story in order.

3. Tell	them	that	you	will	be	stopping	five	Tmes	while	reading	so	
that	they	will	have	an	opportunity	to	record	their	thoughts.	

4. Remind	them	to	leave	the	last	box	empty	so	that	they	can	
draw	the	big	idea	from	the	story	aber	they	confer	with	a	part-
ner.

Fireflies

On	a	summer	evening	I	looked	up	from	dinner,	through	the	open	
window	to	the	backyard.

It	was	growing	dark.	My	treehouse	was	a	black	shape	in	the	tree	
and	I	wouldn't	go	up	there	now.

But	something	flickered	there,	a	moment	--	I	looked,	and	it	was	
gone.	It	flickered	again,	over	near	the	fence.	Fireflies!	"Don't	let	
your	dinner	get	cold,"	said	Momma.

I	forked	the	meat	and	corn	and	potatoes	into	my	mouth.	"Please,	
may	I	go	out?	The	fireflies	--	"	Momma	smiled,	and	Daddy	nodded.	
"Go	ahead,"	they	said.

I	ran	from	the	table,	down	to	the	cellar	to	find	a	jar.	I	knew	where	
to	look,	behind	the	stairs.

The	jars	were	dusty,	and	I	polished	one	clean	on	my	shirt.	Then	I	ran	
back	up,	two	steps	at	a	Tme.	"Holes,"	I	remembered,	"so	they	
can	breathe."	And	as	quietly	as	I	could,	so	she	wouldn't	catch	me	
dulling	them,	I	poked	holes	in	the	top	of	the	jar	with	Momma's	scis-
sors.

The	screen	door	banged	behind	me	as	I	ran	from	the	house.	If	some-
one	said,	"Don't	slam	it,"	I	wasn't	listening.

I	called	to	my	friends	in	the	street,	"Fireflies!"	But	they	had	come	
before	me	with	polished	jars,	and	others	were	coming	behind.		
STOP	HERE

Part	2:	
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The	sky	was	darker	now.	My	ears	rang	with	crickets,	and	my	eyes	
stung	from	staring	too	long.	I	blinked	hard	as	I	watched	them	--	Fire-
flies!	Blinking	on,	blinking	off,	dipping	low,	soaring	high	above	my	
head,	making	white	pa[erns	in	the	dark.

We	ran	like	crazy,	barefoot	in	the	grass.	"Catch	them,	catch	them!"	
we	cried,	grasping	at	the	lights.

Suddenly	a	voice	called	out	above	the	others,	"I	caught	one!"	And	it	
was	my	own.

STOP	HERE

I	thrust	my	hand	into	the	jar	and	spread	it	open.	The	jar	glowed	like	
moonlight	and	I	held	it	in	my	hands.	I	felt	a	tremble	of	joy	and	
shouted,	"I	can	catch	hundreds!"

Then	we	dashed	about,	waving	our	hands	in	the	air	like	nets,	catch-
ing	two,	ten	--	hundreds	of	fireflies,	thrusTng	them	into	jars,	waving	
our	hands	for	more.

STOP	HERE

Then	someone	called	from	my	house,	"It's	Tme	to	come	in,	now,"	
and	others	called	from	other	houses	and	it	was	over.

My	friends	took	jars	of	fireflies	to	different	homes.

I	climbed	the	stairs	to	my	room	and	set	the	jar	on	a	table	by	my	
bed.	Momma	kissed	me	and	turned	out	the	light.	"I	caught	hun-
dreds,"	I	said.

Daddy	called	from	the	hallway.

“See	you	later	alligator.”

“Aler	a	while,	crocodile,”	I	called	back.

“I	caught	hundreds	of	fireflies--”

STOP	HERE

In	the	dark	I	watched	the	fireflies	from	my	bed.	They	blinked	off	
and	on,	and	the	jar	glowed	like	moonlight

But	it	was	not	the	same.	The	fireflies	beat	their	wings	against	the	
glass	and	fell	to	the	bo[om	and	lay	there.

The	light	in	the	jar	turned	yellow,	like	a	flashlight	lel	on	too	long.	I	
tried	to	swallow,	but	something	in	my	throat	would	not	go	down.

And	the	light	grew	dimmer,	green,	like	moonlight	under	water.

I	shut	my	eyes	Tght	and	put	the	pillow	over	my	head.	They	were	my	
fireflies.	I	caught	them.	They	made	moonlight	in	my	jar.	But	the	jar	
was	nearly	dark.

I	flung	off	the	covers.	I	went	to	the	window,	opened	the	jar,	and	
aimed	it	at	the	stars.	"Fly!"

The	the	jar	began	to	glow,	green,	then	gold,	then	white	as	the	
moon.	And	the	fireflies	poured	out	into	the	night.

Fireflies!	Blinking	on,	blinking	off,	dipping	low,	soaring	high	above	
my	head,	making	circles	around	the	moon,	like	stars	dancing.
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I	held	the	jar,	dark	and	empty,	in	my	hands.	The	moonlight	and	the	
fireflies	swam	in	my	tears,	but	I	could	feel	myself	smiling.		STOP	
HERE	(The	End)

3. Aler	you	finish	read	aloud,	invite	students	to	partner	and	retell	
the	story	using	their	thinking	strips	to	guide	their	thinking.		Lis-
ten	in	on	these	retellings	and	see	how	well	the	students	are	able	
to	retell	the	sebng,	characters,	plot,	problem	and	resoluTon.

4. As	a	whole	group	ask	students,	“What	do	you	think	Julie	Brinck-
loe	wanted	us	to	understand?"	Discuss.	(1R2,	1SL2)

5. Daily	Instruc4onal	Task:	Then	have	students	return	to	their	think-
ing	strips	and	write	and/or	draw	the	big	idea	in	the	last	box.		
What	did	Brinckloe	want	us	to	understand?	(1R2,	1R7,	1SL2)

6. Collect	children’s	thinking	strips.	Assess	(not	evaluate)	what	stu-
dents	learned	and	thought	about.
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Lesson	19:	Fireflies,	Reread,	Text	Talk	(2	days)

Learning Intentions:

1. I am learning what the words, flicker, soaring and thrust, mean.

2. I am learning how to compare two texts that discuss the same topic. 

Success Criteria:

1. I can correctly select one of the new words to complete a statement.  

2. I can use evidence from each text to explain how they are different from one another. 
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Part	1:	Reread	the	Text	and	Discussion

1. Briefly	reintroduce	the	book:	“As	you	listen	to	the	story	again	
today	I	want	you	to	be	thinking	about	whether	you	would	you	
do	the	same	thing	the	boy	does	at	the	end	of	the	story.	Why	or	
why	not?”

2. Read	pages	1-3.	Ask	the	children,	“What’s	happening	in	the	
story?”	Discuss	‘fireflies’.	(1R1)

3. Show	illustraTon	on	page	3.	(1R7)

4. Read	pages	4-6.	Ask	the	children,	“Now	what’s	he	doing?	Have	
you	done	something	like	this?”	(1R3)

5. Read	page	7.	Ask,	“What	did	he	just	do?”	Show	illustraTon	
page	6-7.	(1R3)

6. Read	pages	8-9.	Ask	the	children,	“What	happened	aler	he	ran	
out	the	door?”	(1R1)

7. Read	page	10.	In	the	story	it	says,	“My	ears	rang	with	crickets,	
and	my	eyes	stung	from	staring	too	long.”		What	is	he	describ-
ing?	Have	you	been	outside	at	night	and	experienced	some-
thing	like	this?	(1R1,	1R9)

8. Read	page	11	and	show	the	illustraTon.	(1R7)

9. Read	pages	12-15.	Ask	the	children,	“What	do	you	think	he	will	
do	with	the	fireflies	that	he	caught?	What	would	you	do?”	
Show	pages	14-15.	(1R1,	1R9)

10. Read	pages	16-19.	Ask	the	children,	“What	did	you	picture	in	
your	mind?”	(1R7)

11. 	Show	illustraTons	on	18	and	19.	(1R7)

12. Read	page	20.	Ask	the	children,	“Describe	how	he	has	been	
feeling	so	far	in	the	book	and	give	an	example.”	(1R3)

13. Read	page	21	and	show	the	illustraTon.	(1R7)

14. Read	page	22.	In	the	book	it	says,	“I	tried	to	swallow,	but	some-
thing	in	my	throat	would	not	go	down.”	“What	is	he	thinking	
and	feeling	here?”	(1R1,	1R3,	1R4)

15. Read	23	and	show	the	illustraTon.	(1R7)
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16. Read	page	24.	Ask	the	children,	“What	emoTon	is	he	feeling	
now?	What	do	you	think	he	will	do?	What	would	you	do?”	
(1R3,	1R4,	1R9)

17. Read	page	25	and	show	the	illustraTon.	(1R7)

18. Read	pages	26-27	and	show	the	illustraTons.	(1R7)

19. Read	the	last	page	and	ask,	“What	emoTon	is	he	feeling	now?”	
(1R3,	1R4,	1R9)

20. Aler	finishing	the	book	return	to	the	iniTal	quesTon	presented	
to	the	class:	“Would	you	do	the	same	thing	that	the	boy	does	
at	the	end	of	the	story?	Why	or	why	not?”	(1R9)

Step	2:	Direct	Vocabulary	Instruc4on	of	the	Tier	2	Words	(1R4,	
1L4)

Target	word:	flicker

1.	“In	the	story,	something	flickered	there	.	.	.it	flickered	again,	over	
near	the	fence.”

2.	“Flicker	means	a	quick	moving	light;	to	flu[er;	or	if	something	
moves	unsteadily.

3.	“Say	the	word	with	me:	flicker.”

4.	“The	flame	flickered	in	the	wind.	I	saw	a	shadow	flicker	on	the	
wall	as	I	was	walking	through	the	haunted	house.	The	light	from	the	
campfire	flickered	in	the	night.”

5.	“Tell	about	something	that	you	have	seen	flicker.	Try	to	use	
flicker	when	you	tell	about	it.	You	could	start	by	saying	something	
like	“I	saw	a	__________	flicker	when	I	was	___________.”

6.	“What’s	the	word	we’ve	been	talking	about?”	‘flicker’

Target	word:	soaring

1.	“The	story	says	the	fireflies	were	“.	.	.	soaring	high	above	my	
head,	making	circles	around	the	moon,	like	stars	dancing.”

2. “Soaring	means	to	sail	or	hover	in	the	air;	to	fly	very	high	in	the	
sky.”

3. “Say	the	word	with	me:	soaring.”
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4. When	you	go	to	Manha[an	look	up	in	the	sky,	you	might	see	a	
red	tailed	hawk	soaring	in	the	clouds.	If	you’re	outside	you	might	
see	plane	soaring	over	the	city.

5. Tell	about	something	that	you	have	seen	soaring	in	the	sky.	Try	to	
use

6. soaring	when	you	tell	about	it.	You	could	start	by	saying	some-
thing	like	“I	saw	a	________	soaring	in	the	_____________.”

7. “What’s	the	word	we’ve	been	talking	about?”	‘soaring’

Target	word:	thrust

1. “In	the	story	the	boy	tells	us,	“I	thrust	my	hand	into	the	jar	and	
spread	it	open.”

2. 	“Thrust	means	to	push	something	suddenly	and	hard.”

3. 	“Say	the	word	with	me:	thrust.”

4. “When	it’s	just	before	dinner	and	you	want	a	cookie	you	might	
be	thrusTng	your	hand	into	the	cookie	jar	before	your	parent	
catches	you	and	tells	you	to	put	it	back!”	At	your	baseball	game	
you	need	to	thrust	out	your	baseball	glove	to	catch	a	ball	fast.”

5. “Tell	about	something	that	you	have	done	when	you	thrust	some-
thing	hard	and	fast.	Try	to	use	thrust	when	you	tell	about	it.	You	
could	start	by	saying	something	like	“I	thrust	opened	the	
_________	to	____________.”

6.	“What’s	the	word	we’ve	been	talking	about?”	‘thrust’

•I’m	going	to	say	some	statements.	I	will	give	you	two	of	our	new	
words	to	choose	from.	You	tell	me	which	new	word	makes	more	
sense	with	the	statement.

1.If	you	had	a	fish	on	your	fishing	line	would	you	need	to	thrust	out	
the	net	or	flicker	out	the	net	to	catch	it?

2.	On	a	dark	and	stormy	night	would	the	candlelight	flicker	on	the	
wall	or	soar	up	into	the	sky?

3.	If	you	were	catching	fireflies	would	you	be	soaring	out	you	hand	
to	catch	them	or	thrusTng	out	your	hand?

4. If	you	were	looking	at	a	bird	climb	into	the	sky	would	it	be	soar-
ing	or	flickering?

Maintain	all	three	words	by	asking	the	children	to	give	examples	
or	explana4ons:

1. Show	us	how	you	would	thrust	out	your	hand	to	catch	some-
thing	and	tell	us	what	you	are	catching.

2. Compare	a	lightening	bolt	to	a	candle	and	tell	how	they	flicker.

3. Show	us	how	you	would	look	if	you	were	a	hawk	soaring	over	
the	city	and	tell	us	what	you	would	see	down	below.
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Maintain	by	helping	children	add	to	their	networks	of	related	
words:

1. If	somebody	is	soaring	in	a	plane	what	would	you	see	when	
you	look	out	the	window?

2. When	you	see	a	moth	flickering	close	to	a	light	bulb	what	does	
it	do?

3. How	does	a	new	shoot	on	a	plant	thrust	itself	through	the	soil	
as	it	grows?

Assess:

“Let’s	think	about	all	three	of	our	new	words	again:	flicker,	soaring,	
thrust.

1. Which	of	these	would	be	a	flickering	flame	–	a	light	that	goes	
out	or	a	light	that	flu[ers	back	and	forth?

2. Which	of	these	would	be	soaring	in	the	sky	–	an	eagle	and	a	
kite	or	a	penguin	and	a	seal?

3. What	means	almost	the	same	as	thrust	–	poke	or	pull?

Part	3:	Culmina4ng	Wri4ng	Task:	Compara4ve	(1R1;	3R9,	1W1,	
1W2,1L1,	1L2)

1. How	is	Fireflies	by	Bryant	different	from	Fireflies?	

2. Use	evidence	from	each	text	to	support	your	answer.

3.An	example	of	an	answer:	

Fireflies	by	Bryant	gives	informaTon	about	fireflies.	For	example,	it	
tells	about	the	firefly’s	body	and	why	it	glows.	Fireflies	by	
Brinckloe	is	a	story	about	a	boy	who	catches	fireflies	one	night	and	
how	he	learns	he	must	let	them	go	if	they	are	to	live.

Tell students that: One of the great things about books is that it 
reminds us sometimes of our lives but they can also remind us of 
other stories and texts! For example, a story like The Little Red 
Hen reminds me of Three Little Pigs because they have so many 
things that are the same, or in common. They both have animals 
as characters, they both show how working hard is a good thing, 
and they both teach a lesson. I like to think about how stories I 
have read are similar, the same, and different to each other as I 
read.
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Aber	the	Unit	is	Completed

Last	Write

1. Now	that	you	have	completed	the	unit,	invite	each	student	to	
take	a	piece	of	paper	and	complete	a	Last	Write,	which	is	a	sim-
ple	list	of	words	they	can	think	of	that	connects	to	the	topic	of	
insects.

2. 	Compare	how	many	topical	words	were	added	to	each	stu-
dents’s	list	at	the	beginning	of	the	unit	and	the	end	of	the	unit.
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NAME
#	OF	WORDS	LISTED	AT	BEGINNING	OF	

UNIT
#	OF	WORDS	LISTED	AT	THE	END	OF	

THE	UNIT
GROWTH	+	

LOSS	-
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LEARNERS	WILL...

1. IdenTfy	words	and	phrases	in	stories	or	poems	that	
suggest	feelings	or	appeal	to	the	senses.	(1R4)

2. Recognize	the	disTnguishing	features	of	a	sentence	
(e.g.,	first	word,	capitalizaTon,	ending	punctuaTon)	
(RF.1.1a	)

3. Know	and	apply	phonics	and	word	analysis	skills	in	
decoding	words.	(1RF3)

4. Read	most	common	high-frequency	words	by	sight.	
(1RF3g)

SHARED	READING/POETRY	NOTEBOOKS

Outcomes
LEARNERS	WILL...

5. Read	beginning	reader	texts,	appropriate	to	
individual	student	ability,	orally	with	accuracy,	
appropriate	rate,	and	expression	on	successive	
readings	(1RF4a)

STANDARDSSTANDARDSSTANDARDSSTANDARDS

Reading RF

1R4
1RF1a,	1RF3g,	1RF3,	

1RF4a
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SHARED	READING/PARTNER	READING	POETRY	NOTEBOOK	UNIT	-	INSECTS		15-	20	MINUTE	DAILY	LESSONSHARED	READING/PARTNER	READING	POETRY	NOTEBOOK	UNIT	-	INSECTS		15-	20	MINUTE	DAILY	LESSONSHARED	READING/PARTNER	READING	POETRY	NOTEBOOK	UNIT	-	INSECTS		15-	20	MINUTE	DAILY	LESSONSHARED	READING/PARTNER	READING	POETRY	NOTEBOOK	UNIT	-	INSECTS		15-	20	MINUTE	DAILY	LESSONSHARED	READING/PARTNER	READING	POETRY	NOTEBOOK	UNIT	-	INSECTS		15-	20	MINUTE	DAILY	LESSON

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

Pass	out	“The	Army	Ants.”	Students	
glue	the	poem	in	their	spiral	

Read	Poem-	Students	Follow	Along	
(using	their	finger)		Reread	Poem-	
Students	Echo	Discuss:	Vocabulary	
words	and	Author,	Douglas	Florian	

Read	“The	Army	Ants,”	Students	Echo	
Read.

Look	for	punctuaTon	and	circle/
highlight:	Periods,	exclamaTon	
points,	and	quesTon	marks	with	a	
red	crayon	(this	tells	us	to	stop)	
Commas	with	a	yellow	crayon	(this	
tells	us	to	take	a	breath)	

Read	“The	Army	Ants,”	Students	Echo	
Read.	(Second	half	of	the	year	
students	can	lead	the	echo	reading)	
Repeat	this	a	Second	Time	

Students	look	and	circle/highlight	
word	wall	words	with	blue	crayon	

Student	chooses	from	the	“READ	READ	
READ	Box”	(This	is	a	box	filled	with	
silly	ways	to	read	things)

We	read	“The	Army	Ants”	in	a	silly	way	

Listen	for	rhyming	words	and	highlight	
them	in	orange.

Choral	or	Partner	Read	“The	Army	
Ants”	

Students	Have	10	Minutes	to	Illustrate	
the	Poem	

ConTnue	to	pracTce	fluency	with	early	
finishers	by	partner	reading	poem	or	
use	programs	(like	Garage	Band,	or	
app)	to	record	reading.

Pass	out	“Every	Insect”	Students	glue	
the	poem	in	their	spiral	

Read	Poem-	Students	Follow	Along	
(using	their	finger)		Reread	Poem-	
Students	Echo	Discuss:	Vocabulary	
words	and	Author,	Dorothy	Aldis

Read	“Every	Insect.”	Students	Echo	
Read.

Look	for	punctuaTon	and	circle/
highlight:	Periods,	exclamaTon	
points,	and	quesTon	marks	with	a	
red	crayon	(this	tells	us	to	stop)	
Commas	and	colon	with	a	yellow	
crayon	(this	tells	us	to	take	a	breath)	

Read	“Every	Insect.”	Students	Echo	
Read.	(Second	half	of	the	year	
students	can	lead	the	echo	reading)	
Repeat	this	a	Second	Time	

Students	look	and	circle/highlight	
word	wall	words	with	blue	crayon	

Student	chooses	from	the	“READ	READ	
READ	Box”	(This	is	a	box	filled	with	
silly	ways	to	read	things)

We	read	“The	Army	Ants”	in	a	silly	way	

Listen	for	rhyming	words	and	highlight	
them	in	orange.

Choral	or	Partner	Read	“Every	Insect.”

Students	Have	10	Minutes	to	Illustrate	
the	Poem	

ConTnue	to	pracTce	fluency	with	early	
finishers	by	partner	reading	poem	or	
use	programs	(like	Garage	Band,	or	
app)	to	record	reading.

Pass	out	“Queen	Bee.”	Students	glue	
the	poem	in	their	spiral	

Read	Poem-	Students	Follow	Along	
(using	their	finger)		Reread	Poem-	
Students	Echo	Discuss:	Vocabulary	
words	and	Author,	Douglas	Florian

Read	“Queen	Bee.”	Students	Echo	
Read.

Look	for	punctuaTon	and	circle/
highlight:	Periods,	exclamaTon	
points,	and	quesTon	marks	with	a	
red	crayon	(this	tells	us	to	stop)	
Commas	with	a	yellow	crayon	(this	
tells	us	to	take	a	breath)	

Read	“Queen	Bee.”	Students	Echo	
Read.	(Second	half	of	the	year	
students	can	lead	the	echo	reading)	
Repeat	this	a	Second	Time	

Students	look	and	circle/highlight	
word	wall	words	with	blue	crayon	

Student	chooses	from	the	“READ	READ	
READ	Box”	(This	is	a	box	filled	with	
silly	ways	to	read	things)

We	read	“The	Army	Ants”	in	a	silly	way	

Listen	for	rhyming	words	and	highlight	
them	in	orange.

Choral	or	Partner	Read	“Queen	Bee.”	
Students	Have	10	Minutes	to	Illustrate	
the	Poem	

ConTnue	to	pracTce	fluency	with	early	
finishers	by	partner	reading	poem	or	
use	programs	(like	Garage	Band,	or	
app)	to	record	reading.

Pass	out	“If	You	Catch	a	Firefly.”	
Students	glue	the	poem	in	their	spiral	

Read	Poem-	Students	Follow	Along	
(using	their	finger)		Reread	Poem-	
Students	Echo	Discuss:	Vocabulary	
words	and	Author,	Lilian	Moore.

Read	“If	You	Catch	a	Firefly.”	Students	
Echo	Read.

Look	for	punctuaTon	and	circle/
highlight:	Periods,	exclamaTon	
points,	and	quesTon	marks	with	a	
red	crayon	(this	tells	us	to	stop)	
Commas	with	a	yellow	crayon	(this	
tells	us	to	take	a	breath)	

Read	“If	You	Catch	a	Firefly.”	Students	
Echo	Read.	(Second	half	of	the	year	
students	can	lead	the	echo	reading)	
Repeat	this	a	Second	Time	

Students	look	and	circle/highlight	
word	wall	words	with	blue	crayon	

Student	chooses	from	the	“READ	READ	
READ	Box”	(This	is	a	box	filled	with	
silly	ways	to	read	things)

We	read	“The	Army	Ants”	in	a	silly	way	

Listen	for	rhyming	words	and	highlight	
them	in	orange.

Choral	or	Partner	Read	“If	You	Catch	a	
Firefly.”	Students	Have	10	Minutes	to	
Illustrate	the	Poem	

	ConTnue	to	pracTce	fluency	with	
early	finishers	by	partner	reading	
poem	or	use	programs	(like	Garage	
Band,	or	app)	to	record	reading.
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POEM	NOTEBOOKS	TO	PRACTICE	FLUENCY	IN	FIRST	GRADE!	(from	
Here:	
h[p://dailylearningtothecore.blogspot.com/2013/09/poem-notebo
oks-to-pracTce-fluency-in.html	)

1.	On	Mondays

Students	get	their	new	poem	and	glue	it	into	their	notebooks.	I	
read	the	poem	and	students	follow	along.		Next,	I	read	the	poem	
and	students	"echo"	read	the	poem.	Students	get	so	excited	to	get	
a	new	poem	on	Mondays	and	as	soon	as	it	is	passed	out	the	begin	
looking	for	words	they	know	so	they	are	ready	for	the	week!

2.	On	Tuesdays

We	echo	read	the	poem.	Then	go	on	a	"punctuaTon	hunt."	We	look	
for	periods,	commas,	quesTons,	exclamaTon	marks	etc..		One	stu-
dent	finds	these	words	on	the	SMARTBoard	while	the	rest	of	the	
class	find	them	in	their	poem	notebook.	We	search	for	commas	and	
circle	them	in	yellow	and	we	circle	ending	punctuaTon	in	red.	
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3. On	Wednesdays

We	always	begin	by	echo	reading	the	poem.		By	this	Tme	in	the	
week,	depending	on	the	difficulty	of	the	poem,	someTmes	students	
are	able	to	lead	the	reading	other	Tmes	I	am	sTll	reading	it	first.	
	Then,	we	go	on	a	word	wall	hunt.		This	is	an	easy	way	to	interact	
with	the	text	and	my	kids	love	it!	

We	look	for	all	of	the	word	wall	words	in	our	poem	notebooks	and	
circle	them	in	blue.		Some	poems	definitely	have	more	than	others	
but	as	I	explain	to	my	kids-word	wall	words	are	everywhere	so	it's	
important	we	
know	and	recog-
nize	them!		Again	
one	student	is	al-
ways	the	leader	
on	the	SMART-
Board	and	this	
Tme	another	stu-
dent	uses	a	
pointer	to	point	
to	the	word	wall	
words	on	our	ac-
tual	word	wall	as	
we	find	them.	

4. 	On	Thursdays

We	begin	by	echo	reading	the	poem.		

Next,	we	find	rhyming	words	throughout	our	poems.			We	discuss	if	
words	are	pa[erned	or	not.		We	also	talk	about	words	that	look	
alike	and	sound	alike	and	try	to	think	of	other	words	to	go	with	
these	word	pa[erns.		

I	always	find	myself	
saying..."if	you	know	how	
to	read	and	write	the	
word	_____	then	you	
know	how	to	read	and	
write	SO	many	other	
words!"		As	my	kids	are	
circling	their	words	(this	
Tme	in	orange)	directly	in	
their	poem	notebooks,	a	
student	leader	is	doing	it	
on	the	SMARTBoard	for	
kids	other	kids	to	see.	
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5. On	Fridays

We	illustrate	and	conTnue	pracTcing	our	fluency.	This	is	one	of	my	
favorite	days	(I	also	really	like	our	"word	wall"	hunt	day!)		All	week	
we	discuss	"visualizing"	the	poem	as	we	read	it.		Throughout	the	
week	we	talk	about	some	of	the	pictures	students	are	creaTng	in	
their	minds.		This	is	the	Tme	when	students	get	to	put	their	pic-
tures	in	their	mind	down	on	paper.		It	is	so	fun	to	see	the	different	
takes	on	the	poem.		They	do	such	a	great	job	with	their	illustra-
Tons.		Below	are	just	a	few	of	the	samples	from	different	poems:
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Once	they	finish	their	illustraTons	students	are	able	to	go	and	read	
their	poems	with	a	friend	on	the	carpet.		Aler	kids	become	more	
familiar	with	the	laptops	then	I	add	an	addiTonal	piece	which	is	re-
cording	themselves	in	GarageBand.		Students	record	themselves	
reading	the	poem	and	have	a	friend	listen	to	it.		The	kids	really	like	
doing	this	and	hearing	their	own	voices	on	the	computers!		

Independent	Reading

Remind	students	that	one	source	of	independent	reading	text	is	
their	poetry	notebooks.
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Week	1:	

The	Army	Ants

by	Douglas	Florian

Lel  

																				Right  

Lel  

																				Right  

We're	army	ants. 

We	swarm. 

																				We	fight. 

We	have	no	home.  

We	roam. 

We	race. 

You're	lucky	if 

We	miss	your	place.

Vocabulary

About	the	Author

ArTst	and	poet	Douglas	Florian	was	born	and	raised	in	New	York	
City,	and	educated	at	Queens	College	and	the	School	of	Visual	Art.	
Florian	was	a	cartoonist	for	the	New	Yorker	before	a	chance	encoun-
ter	with	William	Cole’s	anthology	of	children’s	verse,	Oh,	That’s	Ri-
diculous	(1977),	inspired	him	to	try	his	hand	at	the	art.	

	

Florian’s	illustrated	poetry	books	for	children	olen	incorporate	ele-
ments	of	collage	and	watercolor	made	on	paper	bags.	He	fre-
quently	takes	the	natural	world	as	his	subject,	using	wordplay,	ne-
ologisms,	rhyme,	and	humor	to	engage	young	readers.	Since	1980,	
Florian	has	wri[en	and	illustrated	dozens	of	books	of	children’s	
poetry.	

PART	OF	
SPEECH

WORD EXPLANATION

verb swarm move	somewhere	in	large	numbers

verb roam move	about	over	a	wide	area.
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Florian’s	abstract	painTngs	have	been	exhibited	in	numerous	solo	
and	group	shows,	several	of	which	have	been	favorably	reviewed	in	
the	New	Yorker	and	the	New	York	Times.	

Florian	lives	in	New	York	City	with	his	family.
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Week	2:	

Every	Insect

by	Dorothy	Aldis

Every	insect	(ant,	fly,	bee)  

Is	divided	into	three:  

One	head,	one	chest,	one	stomach	part.  

Some	have	brains. 

All	have	a	heart. 

Insects	have	no	bones 

No	noses. 

But	with	feelers	they	can	smell 

Dinner	half	a	mile	away. 

Can	your	nose	do	half	as	well? 

Also	you'd	be	in	a	fix 

With	all	those	legs	to	manage:  

Six.

Vocabulary	

About	the	Author

Novelist,	poet,	and	children’s	
writer	Dorothy	Keeley	was	
raised	in	Chicago,	the	first	of	
four	daughters	of	a	newspaper	
editor.	Educated	at	Smith	Col-
lege,	she	married	World	War	I	
veteran	and	Chicago	realtor	Gra-
ham	Aldis	in	1922	and	se[led	
with	him	in	Lake	Forest,	Illinois.

Aldis	wrote	29	books	during	her	

PART	OF	
SPEECH

WORD EXPLANATION

noun insect
a	small	arthropod	animal	that	has	six	
legs	and	generally	one	or	two	pairs	of	

wings.

noun feelers

Two	antennae	("feelers")	are	a[ached	
to	the	ant’s	head.		Ants	use	feelers	to	
detect	chemicals,	air	currents,	and	
vibraTons.	They	also	are	used	to	

transmit	and	receive	signals	through	
touch.
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lifeTme,	including	novels,	biographies,	and	poetry	for	both	adults	
and	children.	Her	poetry	and	prose	infused	the	everyday	with	sym-
patheTc	lightness	and	humor.	Her	novels	for	adults	include	Their	
Own	Apartment	(1935)	and	Time	at	Her	Heels	(1937),	both	set	in	
Depression-era	Chicago.	
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Week	3:	

Queen	Bee

By	Douglas	Florian
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Vocabulary

PART	OF	
SPEECH

WORD EXPLANATION

adjecTve ordinary usual

noun royalty a	member	of	a	royal	family.

verb rule lead

noun society community

adjecTve doTng adoring

verb crammed filled
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Week	4:	

If	You	Catch	a	Firefly

BY	LILIAN	MOORE

If	you	catch	a	firefly

												and	keep	it	in	a	jar

You	may	find	that

												you	have	lost

A	Tny	star.

If	you	let	it	go	then,

												back	into	the	night,

You	may	see	it

												once	again

Star	bright.

Vocabulary

About	the	Author:

Lilian	Moore	was	an	editor,	educator,	and	poet	who	played	a	signifi-
cant	role	in	children's	literature	during	the	mid-to	late	twenTeth	
century.	As	the	first	editor	of	the	newly	established	ScholasTc's	Ar-
row	Book	Club	from	1957	to	1967,	
Moore	pioneered	the	program	
that	made	quality	paperback	
books	accessible	and	affordable	
for	elementary	school	children	
throughout	the	United	States.	In	
addiTon,	she	has	contributed	
many	stories	and	poetry	collec-
Tons	to	the	body	of	available	chil-
dren's	literature,	and	has	been	
honored	for	her	poetry	as	well	as	
for	several	of	her	story	books.	

PART OF 
SPEECH WORD EXPLANATION

adjective bright giving out a lot of light; shining.
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SECTION	3

Resources
Books	About	Insects

Arnold,	Tedd.	(2015).	Fly	Guy	Presents:	Insects	(ScholasCc	Reader,	
Level	2).	New	York:	ScholasTc.

Carson,	Mary	Kay.	(2014).	How	Strong	Is	an	Ant?:	And	Other	Ques-
Cons	About	Bugs	and	Insects	(Good	QuesCon!).	Illustrated	by	Carol	
Schwartz.	New	York:	Sterling	Children's	Books.	(900L)

Florian,	Douglas.	(2004).	insectlopedia:	Poems	and	PainCngs.	New	
York:	HMH	Books	for	Young	Readers.	

Jackson,	Tom.	(2014).	Magic	School	Bus	Presents:	Insects:	A	Nonfic-
Con	Companion	to	the	Original	Magic	School	Bus	Series.	Illustrated	
by	Carolyn	Bracken.	New	York:	ScholasTc.	(840L)

Pierce,	Terry.	(2017).	My	Busy	Green	Garden	(Tilbury	House	Nature	
Book).	Illustrated	by	Carol	Schwartz.	Thomaston,	ME:	Tilbury	House	
Publishers.

Rice,	Dona	Herweck.	(2011).	Going	Buggy!	(TIME	FOR	KIDS®	Nonfic-
Con	Readers).	HunTngton	Beach,	CA:	Teacher	Created	Materials.	
(380L)
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